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1. INTRODUCTION 

S lope instability reflects soil, rock, and ground-
water conditions that are hidden beneath the 
ground surface. Although geologic structures 

and strength properties of earth materials can often 
be inferred from surface investigations, subsurface 
investigations are also required to obtain definitive 
data and samples. Subsurface explorations exhibit a 
wide range in cost. In order to save time and money, 
subsurface exploration programs should be under-
taken following site reconnaissance and surficial 
investigation programs (see Chapters 7 and 9) and 
before the selection of instrumentation (see Chap-
ter 11). Subsurface investigation follows an itera-
tive process that incorporates new procedures and 
adjustments as information is discovered and tested 
against multiple working hypotheses and proposed 
mitigation strategies. 

Selection of exploration methods and develop-
ment of a plan for the subsurface exploration 
program are based on considerations of study 
objectives, size of the landslide area, geologic 
conditions, surface conditions, access to the area, 
and limitations of budget and time. Available in-
formation concerning the site, including any plans 
for construction or remedial treatment, should be 
used to support this selection and planning process. 
A subsurface exploration program should provide 
information that allows for qualification and quan-
tification of pertinent material properties. The 
exploration program should provide values for the 
undisturbed and residual shear strength or friction  

angle of all geologic deposits, pore pressures in 
water-bearing strata, depth to controlling features, 
and probable vertical and lateral limits of sliding. 
Interpretation of such data identifies and quantifies 
potential solutions for landslide movements. 

1.1Classification of Subsurface 
Exploration Methods 

Subsurface exploration methods may be classed as 
direct methods and indirect methods (Hunt 1984). 
Direct methods, such as test borings and the exca-
vation of test pits, allow the examination of mate-
rials, usually with the removal of samples. Indirect 
methods, such as geophysical surveys and use of the 
cone penetrometer, provide a measure of mate-
rial properties that, by correlation with other data, 
allows the estimation of material type. Exploration 
methods may be further classified into the follow-
ing key categories: 

Reconnaissance methods, 
Surface-based geophysical methods, 
Test and core borings, 
Borehole logging, and 
Field testing, including specialized sampling 
from test pits, adits, and shafts. 

1.2 Definition of Appropriate Exploration 
Program 

Decisions regarding the type and location of sub-
surface explorations are dependent on the infor-
mation needed to quantify the various working 
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hypotheses. Some rules of thumb that may be 
helpful in deciding on a reasonable approach to a 
subsurface exploration program are as follows: 

Reconnaissance methods involve low-cost 
techniques requiring a minimum of equipment. 
They provide both direct and indirect data. 
Surface geophysical explorations provide only 
indirect data but are relatively inexpensive and 
can cover a large area in a very short time. 
Borings constitute the most common subsurface 
explorations. They include a wide variety of 
techniques and can vary from relatively routine 
and low-cost approaches to highly specialized 
and expensive methods. Because borings gener-
ally are used to provide samples, they provide 
direct data. Samples obtained by different tech-
niques vary considerably in their utility; in many 
cases samples obtained from borings produce 
inaccurate values for material properties because 
of their relatively small volumes. 
Field tests range from relatively inexpensive 
penetration tests that can be performed as part 
of exploratory boring programs to expensive 
specialized test pits. Results obtained from field 
tests provide confirmation of strength property 
estimates obtained in laboratory tests. 
Test pits provide direct data and the potential 
for collecting large samples or performing in situ 
field tests to obtain landslide information not 
available from other sources. These pits can 
usually reach only shallow depths; they become 
extremely costly as the depth increases. 
Geophysical or other methods for logging test 
borings often provide valuable information at a 
modest additional cost. 
Specialized sampling and investigations requir-
ing the construction of adits and shafts are 
extremely expensive and time consuming. Adits 
and shafts may be hazardous in landslide areas 
because of the nature and inherent instability of 
earth materials; accordingly, they are used only 
rarely during landslide investigations. 

1.3 Safety Considerations 

The safety of the subsurface exploration team 
should be evaluated before the site is occupied. 
Explorations of landslides are often located in diffi-
cult terrain, and excavations may require temporary 
falsework to protect personnel. The landslide may 

still be active and thus may pose a constant risk to 
the workers and equipment. The possibility of hav-
ing loose or unstable material upslope of the explo-
ration crew should be considered, and precautions, 
such as building protective cages or setting up man-
ual or automated movement-warning devices, 
should be taken. In some situations, it may be ad-
visable for crews to work in shifts around the clock 
to reduce the duration of such safety measures. 

1.4 Supervision by Geologist or 
Geotechnical Engineer 

On-site supervision by a knowledgeable experi-
enced geologist or geotechnical engineer is critical 
to the success of most subsurface investigation pro-
grams to ensure that the intent of all specifications 
is preserved and that the field activities are properly 
executed so that the desired results can be achieved. 
The chief functions of the supervision are to 

Enforce all technical and legal contract specifi-
cations; 
Maintain liaison with the designer of the ex-
ploration program; 
Select and approve modifications to the pro-
gram specifications as new or unanticipated 
conditions are revealed (such as the addition or 
deletion of borings, changes in depths of bor-
ings, changes in the types, depths, or intervals 
of sampling, etc.); 
Ensure that complete and reliable field reports 
are developed; and 
Identify all geologic conditions accurately. 

Lack of such a knowledgeable on-site decision 
maker during the exploration program can lead to 
large additional expenses if site revisitation be-
comes necessary to obtain additional required in-
formation. In some instances, without such 
expertise available, serious mistakes can be made 
during the exploration program that will aggravate 
the landslide conditions. 

1.5 Sources of Information 

Numerous sources of information are available for 
more specific guidance concerning the importance 
of subsurface investigation or proper procedures 
for planning and conducting subsurface explo-
rations on landslides. Several basic engineering 
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geology and geotechnical engineering textbooks 
contain chapters on subsurface exploration tech-
niques (Schultz and Cleaves 1955; Krynine and 
Judd 1957; Hunt 1984; Johnson and DeGraff 
1988). Such sources may be supplemented by gov-
ernment manuals prepared by agencies for training 
and guidance of their personnel (USBR 1974; 
NAVFAC 1982). In addition, numerous guides to 
suitable sampling and exploration practices have 
been prepared by professional societies, standards-
setting organizations, manufacturers of explo-
ration equipment, and commercial publishers 
(Hvorslev 1949; ASTM 1951; Mohr 1962; Merritt 
1974; Lowe and Zaccheo 1975; Broms 1980; Hunt 
1984). 

Research literature concerning subsurface explo-
ration procedures and the advantages and disad-
vantages of several techniques includes discussions 
of the applicability of geophysical exploration 
methods to engineering investigations by Griffiths 
and King (1969), Saayman (1978), van ZijI (1978), 
Hunt (1984), and Johnson and DeGraff (1988). 
Methods of logging boreholes have been described 
by Deere (1963), Myung and Baltosser (1972), 
Underwood (1974), and Knill (1975), and in a re-
port prepared by the Association of Engineering 
Geologists (AEG 1978). The use of penetrometers 
and the evaluation of penetrometer data have 
been discussed by Krynine and Judd (1957), 
Sanglerat (1972), Alperstein and Leifer (1976), 
and Schmertmann (1978). Additional references 
to specific applications of various subsurface explo-
ration techniques are given in subsequent sections 
of this chapter. 

2. PLANNING SUBSURFACE 
INVESTIGATIONS 

The initial planning of a subsurface investigation 
program incorporates information concerning ter-
rain features, site accessibility, and anticipated geo-
logic conditions to define the areal extent of the 
investigation; types of investigative procedures; test 
boring locations, spacings, and depths; and required 
types of samples and sampling frequencies. 

Previously conducted surface investigations 
(see Chapter 9) will often sugg'est possible modes 
of landsliding. The subsurface exploration pro-
gram must be designed to resolve the remaining 
uncertainties and to define the operative landslide 
mode (or modes) from among the various  

hypotheses. A successful subsurface exploration 
program will identify the controlling subsurface 
deposits and quantify all variables that might con-
trol landslide activity according to the various 
alternative hypotheses using an iterative process 
that must be continuously modified to answer the 
critical design questions. The subsurface explo-
ration program must define the spatial relation-
ships and provide quantitative information on the 
density, shear strength, and perrreability of each 
of the subsurface layers. The necessary parameters 
required by design solutions for the landslide 
should be quantified, including definition of prop-
erties for the very strong as well as for the very weak 
materials. Instrumentation may be needed to 
quantify the ranges of water pressure that can be ex-
pected in each of the important geologic deposits. 
The subsurface exploration program must be coor-
dinated and integrated with the instrumentation 
program (see Chapter 11) so that the parameters 
that cannot be quantified by using conventional 
exploration techniques can be defined by the 
instrumentation. 

Alternative exploration strategies and their 
required equipment and techniques should be 
identified on the basis of the initial site evalua-
tions, both those in the office and from initial field 
inspection. This information should clearly iden-
tify the anticipated conditions, thereby allowing 
the investigator to select appropriate equipment, 
such as a Christensen core barrel, a borehole 
camera, or undisturbed-sampling tools. Careful 
attention must be given to alternative methods for 
sealing high artesian water pressures if they are 
encountered. 

The preliminary layout, spacing, and depth of 
borings will depend on the prior site information. 
As a minimum, there should be borings near the 
top, middle, and bottom of a potential landslide, 
with as many profiles of borings as appear to be 
required to define the subsurface conditions. 
Philbrick and Cleaves (1958) suggested that a pro-
file of borings be developed along the centerline of 
the landslide and that the first boring be placed 
between the midpoint and the scarp or head of the 
landslide. The area outside the landslide perimeter 
should also be explored to provide comparative 
data on the stable and unstable portions of the 
slope. Such information may also be needed to 
provide data on possible further expansion of the 
landslide or possible design of remedial measures. 
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2.1 Area of Investigation 

The area of the investigation is determined partly 
by the size and type of an affected transportation 
project and partly by the extent and type of topo-
graphic and geologic features believed to affect 
the landslide activity. At sites where there is 
potential for future landslide movements, the area 
to be investigated cannot be easily defined in ad-
vance. A grid of borings should be placed within 
the suspected area to delineate the landslide 
(Figure 104). Once a landslide has occurred, the 
area of investigation can be better defined (Figure 
10-2). However, in either case the area studied 
must be considerably larger than that comprising 
the suspected activity or known movement for 
three reasons: 

The landslide or potential landslide must be 
referenced to the stable area surrounding it, 
Most landslides enlarge with passage of time, and 
Many landslides are much larger than first sus-
pected from the overt indications of activity. 

As a rule of thumb, the area to be studied should 
be two to three times wider and longer than the 
area suspected. In some mountainous areas, it is 
necessary to investigate to the top of the slope or to 
some major change in lithology or slope angle. The 
lateral area must encompass sources of groundwater 
and geologic structures that affect the landslide 
stability. 

2.2 Depth of Investigation 

The depth of investigation is even more difficult to 
define in advance. Initial estimates of investigation 
depths can be made by applying various rules of 
thumb, including the following: 

The depth of movement at the center of the 
slide is rarely greater than the width of the zone 
of surface movement. 
The maximum depth of the failure surface is 
often approximately equal to the distance from 
the break in the orginal ground surface slope to 
the most uphill crack or scarp (McGuffey 1991). 

Longitudinal cross sections drawn along the 
landslide centerline may also be helpful in defining 
initial investigation depths. Circular or elliptical 
failure surfaces connecting possible toe bulges and  

uphill scarps can be sketched onto these cross sec-
tions; these surfaces may suggest possible maximum 
depths for movement. Continuous thick, hard 
strata within the slope may limit depths of 
movement. However, at least one boring should 
extend far below the suspected failure surface; 
deep, slow movements often are masked by more 
rapid movements at shallower depths. 

Borings or other direct investigative techniques 
should extend deep enough (a) to identify materi-
als that have not been subjected to movements in 
the past but that might be involved in future move-
ments and (b) to clearly identify underlying stable 
materials. Boring depths are sometimes revised 
repeatedly as field investigation proceeds. Later, 
when field instrumentation has been installed and 
has begun to yield data, the existing or planned 
boring depths may be found to be insufficient, and 
increases in these depths may become necessary. 
The exploration program specifications should be 
flexible enough to allow for additional depths of 
investigation when the .data obtained suggest 
deeper movements. 

2.3 Duration of Investigation 

Since most landslides are affected by climate 
changes, a minimum period for investigation 
should include one seasonal cycle of weather, 
which is one year in most parts of the world. 
Longer-term climate cycles, such as several years 
with periods of wetter and drier weather, are com-
mon, however; thus landslide investigations often 
require a monitoring phase lasting for many years 
or even several decades. In practical terms, such a 
long-term assessment often is impossible because 
there is usually a need to draw conclusions and 
make decisions concerning corrective action much 
more quickly. 

Experience has shown that false conclusions 
have often been reached on the causes of landslides 
and the effectiveness of corrective measures 
because the effects of severe climate conditions 
were not adequately considered by the engineers 
and geologists. The worst climate conditions pos-
sible during the life of a project are likely to control 
the risk to the project of landsliding. Investigations 
made during climate conditions that are less severe 
can prove to be too optimistic, and those made 
during a particularly severe climate cycle may be 
too pessimistic. 



logic principles, as discussed in Chapters 8 and 9, FIGURE 10-1 

form important components of most reconnais- (above left) 

sance explorations. Throughout the reconnaissance Grid of borings 

exploratory process, the investigator must maintain 
in suspected 
landslide area 

a perspective between the level of detail required to before movement 
identify potentially significant landslide stability commences. 
conditions and the amount of information required 
to subsequently analyze and resolve these problems. FIGURE 10-2 

Reconnaissance exploration methods are divided (above right) 

into three broad categories according to the prin- Location of 

cipal tools and methods used: portable hand tools 
borings in a 
known landslide. 

and soundings, shallow test pits and trenches, and 
penetration tests. 

3.1 Portable Hand Tools and Soundings 

Hand tools and soundings provide low-cost, rapid 
preliminary evaluations of subsurface conditions. 
These methods involve strictly manual hand tools 
and lightweight power tools, some of which may 
be mounted on small vehicles. Soundings are con-
ducted by means of metal bars driven to shallow 
depths, either by blows from a hammer or by appli-
cation of deadweights. Soundings may provide 
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3. RECONNAISSANCE METHODS 

Reconnaissance exploration methods range from 
relatively inexpensive ones involving the use of 
hand tools, soundings, and penetration tests to 
relatively expensive ones involving excava-
tions. Reconnaissance exploration usually entails 
appraisal of conditions over a sizable area. The 
characteristics of commonly used reconnaissance 
procedures are summarized in Table 10-1. 

Reconnaissance procedures should define the 
general characteristics of the earth materials sus-
pected of involvement in landsliding; they should 
also identify and direct special attention to those 
locations' at which significant or unusual problems 
may arise. Problems that should be rated as signif-
icant include any landslide features or conditions 
that may influence the selection of stabilization 
measures or suggest further growth in the severity 
or scale of landsliding. 

Reconnaissance explorations emphasize rela-
tively quick and economical methods for assessing 
earth material properties. They must also allow for 
consideration of the full range of engineering prob-
lems resulting from landsliding as well as potential 
mitigation solutions. Some detailed field methods 
may be required to analyze certain important prob-
lems, but in general the required information 
should be easily and rapidly obtained. Terrain eval-
uation and the application of geologic and pedo- 
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Table 10-1 
Reconnaissance Methods 

CATEGORY APPLICATIONS LIMITATIPNS 

Soundings Provide information on thicknesses No samples obtained; strata are not 
and depths to shallow bedrock by identified 
using metal probes pushed through 
soft shallow soils 

Portable hand tools 
Retractable-plug Provide subsurface profile; locate buried Has limited penetration in clay 

samplers objects (such as utility lines), boulders, materials 
and soil-bedrock interface 

Hand augers Provide continuous profiling in granular Samples are disturbed; cannot 
soils above the groundwater table and in penetrate below groundwater table 
clayey soils of firm or greater consistency in granular soils; penetration in 
above and below groundwater table strong soils very difficult 

Shallow test pits Provide visual examination of strata, Limited depth when lightweight 
and trenches groundwater conditions, soil-rock interface, machinery used; safety issues 

discontinuities, and rupture surfaces often critical; expensive or 
impossible to use below 
groundwater table 

Penetration tests Are fast and efficient methods of determining Samples are not recovered; cannot 
continuous penetration resistance for all penetrate strong soils or rock 
but strongest of soils 

some measure of penetration resistance, but no 
samples are obtained. Hand augers or post-hole dig-
gers may be used to obtain disturbed soil samples 
at moderate depths, depending on the soil proper-
ties. A 2.5-cm diameter retractable-plug sampler 
consists of a hollow tube of the specified diameter 
that can be driven by hammering. It can collect 
samples up to 1 m long before the tube is filled and 
the sampler must be removed from the hole and 
the sample extracted. Under favorable circum-
stances in soft clays, these samplers can be driven 
to several tens of meters, but usually they can only 
be used to much shallower depths. 

3.2 Shallow Test Pits and Trenches 

Shallow test pits can be excavated with hand tools. 
Usually, however, mechanical equipment such as 
backhoes can excavate shallow test pits more effi-
ciently and economically and may be required to 
excavate deeper pits or long trenches. The sides of 
the excavation should be sampled, logged, and 
photographed in detail to provide a three-
dimensional picture of the materials and geologic 
structures (Hatheway 1982). In addition, these 
excavations allow the undertaking of large-scale 

in-place field tests (see Section 7.2). Such large-
scale tests may overcome the primary limitation of 
laboratory tests, namely, their inability to integrate 
the variations in soil properties because of their 
small sample sizes (Sowers and Royster 1978). 
When the observations and tests are complete, the 
excavation should be filled in or, in some cases, 
incorporated into the remedial design, such as by 
serving as a drainage outlet. 

3.3 Penetration Tests 

Penetration tests involve the use of exploratory 
drilling equipment; nevertheless, they are fre-
quently conducted as part of early reconnaissance 
investigations as well as during subsequent, more 
detailed investigations. Penetration tests provide an 
extremely valuable and relatively low-cost supple-
ment to the data obtained by direct borehole sam-
pling and logging procedures. Conducted during 
the advancement of borehdles, the tests measure 
the resistance of the materials to the advancement 
of standard probes (Sanglerat 1972; Schmertmann 
1978). Subsurface conditions are inferred from cor-
relations of soil properties with resistance values. 
Details of the two main types of penetration test, 
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the standard penetration test (SPT) and the contin-
uous cone penetrQmeter test (CPT) are discussed in 

Section 7.1.1. 

4. SURFACE-BASED GEOPHYSICAL 
METHODS 

Surface-based geophysical exploration often pro-
vides the quickest and most economical means of 
obtaining general information on subsurface con-
ditions over relatively large and rugged areas 
(Griffiths and King 1969; Johnson and DeGraff 
1988). These methods supply indirect information 
concerning Iandsliding because they involve the 
investigation and mapping of the distribution of 
physical properties of earth materials, such as 
the speed of transmission of elastic waves or the 
ability to transmit electrical currents, which are 
not directly related to Iandsliding processes. These 
geophysical techniques do not replace test bor-
ings, samples, test pits, or trenches. Rather, they 
supplement these more expensive subsurface 
exploratory methods, assist in correlation of in-
formation among widely spaced exploration 
locations, and greatly reduce the time, cost, and 
environmental problems associated with large-scale 
drilling programs. 

There are two broad categories of geophysical 
exploration: surface-based exploration and bore-
hole logging methods. Borehole logging and seis-
mic methods are discussed in Section 6; the latter 
involve the direct measurement of wave velocities 
within and between boreholes (see Section 6.6). 
Table 10-2 summarizes the characteristics of the 
most commonly used surface-based geophysical 
exploration methods, including 

Electrical and electromagnetic surveys, 
Seismic surveys, 
Microgravity surveys, and 
Ground-penetrating radar surveys. 

4.1 Electrical and Electromagnetic Surveys 

Many geophysical exploration methods use elec-
trical and electromagnetic principles (Griffiths and 
King 1969; Dobrin 1976; Hunt 1984; Johnson and 
DeGraff 1988). Some operate by measuring the 
conductance of electrical currents through earth 
materials, whereas others induce currents in earth 
materials by electromagnetic fields or measure the 

variations of such fields caused by variations in 
earth conductivity. Sources of electrical energy may 
occur naturally, they may exist as a consequence of 
human activities (for example, radio transmis-
sions), or they may be specifically generated during 
a geophysical survey. Electrical conductance of 
earth materials—or the inverse value, resistivity—
may be determined by airborne, surface, or bore-
hole surveys. Details of electrical surveying tech-
niques have been widely discussed (Scharon 1951; 
Van Nostrand and Cook 1966; Donaldson 1975; 
Dobrin 1976). 

4.1.1 Resistivity Methods 

Surface-based measurement of the electrical resis-
tivity of earth materials involves the introduction 
of an electrical current into the ground and the 
measurement of the materials' resistance to the 
current. There are several variations to the resistiv-
ity survey method. All introduce a controlled elec-
trical current into the earth materials through two 
current electrodes. The resistance of the materials to 
the current is measured by the potential difference 
between two potential electrodes placed within the 
field created by the current electrodes. 

The presence of moisture and dissolved salts 
within the pores of the soil or rock largely controls 
the apparent conductivity of the earth materials, 
and hence the inverse, apparent resistivity. The flow 
of current through earth materials is by ionic con-
duction, which depends on the salinity of the fluid 
present, porosity, and percent saturation. For 
example, a dense granite with few voids and little 
moisture will demonstrate high resistance, whereas 
a moist clay will show low resistance. Sometimes a 
rupture surface in a landslide will be detected as a 
zone of low resistance because of the concentration 
of moisture along the surface. However, these con-
ditions may show considerable seasonal variation. 
Seasonal fluctuations in resistivity of as much as 
200 percent have been reported (Brooke 1973). 

Commonly used electrode configurations 
include the Wenner array, the Lee-partitioning 
array, and the Sclilumberger array (Figure 10-3). 
The depth of investigation of a resistivity survey is 
proportional to the spacing of the current elec-
trodes. However, the penetration of the electrical 
current into the ground depends on both the resis-
tance of individual layers and their distribution. As 
a consequence, a weakness of electrical methods is 
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Table 10-2 
Surface-Based Geophysical Methods 

TYPE OF SURVEY 	 APPLICATIONS 	 LIMITATIONs 

Electrical and electromagnetic 
Electrical resistivity 	 Locates boundaries between clean granular 

and clay strata, groundwater table, and 
soil-rock interface 

Electromagnetic 	 Locates boundaries between clean granular 
conductivity profiling 	 and clay strata; groundwater table, and 

rock-mass quality; offers even more rapid 
reconnaissance than electrical resistivity 

Seismic 
Seismic refraction profiling 	Determines depths to strata and their 

characteristic seismic velocities 

Direct seismic (uphole, downhole, Obtains velocities for particular strata, 
and crosshole surveys) 	 their dynamic properties, and rock-mass 

quality 

Difficult to interpret and subject to correctness of the 
hypothesized subsurface conditions; does not provide 
engineering strength properties 

Difficult to interpret and subject to correctness of 
hypothesized subsurface conditions; does not provide 
engineering strength properties 

May be unreliable unless strata are thicker than a 
minimum thickness, velocities increase with depth, 
and boundaries are regular. Information is indirect 
and represents average values 

Data are indirect and represent averages; may be 
affected by mass characteristics 

Ground-penetrating radar 	Provides a subsurface profile; locates 
buried objects (such as utility lines), 
boulders, and soil-bedrock interface 

Use of expensive and sensitive instruments in rugged 
terrain typical of many landslides may be impractical; 
requires precise leveling and elevation data; results 
must be corrected for local topographic features; 
requires detailed information on topography and 
material variations; not recommended for most 
landslide investigations 

Has limited penetration in clay materials 

Microgravity 
	

Extremely precise; locates small volumes 
of low-density materials utilizing very 
sensitive instruments 

that no sirnle proportionality exists between the 
electrode spacing and the depth of investigation. 

Resistivity surveys can be conducted to provide 
vertical or horizontal profiling. In vertical profiling, 
the center of the electrode spread is kept fixed at a 
desired location, and the spacings of the electrodes 
are increased. Because increased spacings result in 
increased depths of investigation, this procedure is 
called sounding. In contrast, horizontal profiling, 
sometimes referred to as electrical mapping, 
employs a constant electrode spacing with the array 
moving so as to center at a series of desired map 
locations. Usually the spacing to be used for the 
horizontal profiling is selected following analysis of 
several vertical soundings. 

The Wenner array uses four electrodes spaced 
equally at a distance x in a straight line on 
the ground surface. A known current is passed 
into the ground between the outer two electrodes, 
and the difference in electrical potential generated  

by the resistance to the current flow is measured 
between the two inner electrodes. The x spacing 
between the electrodes is increased by a fixed 
amount, and the measurements are repeated. 

In the Schlumberger array, the total spacing 2C is 
varied while the spacing x of the potential elec-
trodes is kept constant (within certain limits). Both 
the Wenner and Schlumberger arrays assume 
laterally uniform materials. Lateral variability is 
expected .in landslides, and knowledge of such vari-
ations is most valuable. The Lee-partitioning array 
allows for determination of lateral variations. A 
third potential electrode placed centrally between 
the first two potential electrodes permits detection 
of nonuniform lateral resistivity variations (John-
son and DeGraff 1988). The Wenner array and its 
Lee-partitioning variation are the most commonly 
used electrical resistivity surveying techniques. 

The major advantages of the resistivity survey-
ing techniques lie in the portability and simplicity 
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FIGURE 10-3 
Common electrode 
configurations 
used in resistivity 
surveys: C = current 
electrodes; P = 
potential electrodes. 
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of the instrument. Large areas can be covered rel-
atively rapidly at small cost. The major disadvan-
tage is that the interpretation of the measurements 
is neither simple nor unique, especially in areas 
where the strata are not horizontal, the structures 
are complex, the layers are nonuniform, or con-
trasts in material resistivities are not great (van ZijI 
1978). Such weak contrasts can occur where very-
low-moisture colluvium overlies dense parent-rock 
materials. 

4.1.2 Electromagnetic Conductivity 
Pro filing 

The electromagnetic (EM) conductivity measure-
ment technique utilizes an instrument having two 
coils: a transmitter and a receiver. The transmitter 
coil uses an alternating electrical current of a spec-
ified frequency to produce an associated magnetic 
field, which in turn induces an electrical current in 
the ground. This current then creates a secondary 
current in the receiver coil. The coils are connected 
by a reference cable, which is monitored to provide 
a value of the apparent conductivity of the earth 
materials between the two coils. The skin depth, 
generally regarded as the depth below which no 
appreciable contribution to the apparent conduc-
tivity is made, is affected by coil spacing and fre-
quency of the alternating-current signals as well as 
the conductivity of the earth materials (Kaufman 
and Keller 1983). Different instruments use differ-
ent coil spacings and frequencies. Smaller coil 
spacings coupled with high frequencies give high 
resolutions but shallow skin depth, whereas large 

coil spacings and low frequencies provide greater 
depths of exploration with lower spatial resolu-
tion. For average earth-material conductivity 
values, commercial EM instruments provide depths 
of exploration ranging from less than 10 m to 
about 80 m. 

The data collection procedures for the EM tech-
nique are relatively simple. Because it is desirable to 
repeat the profiles with different coil spacings, fre-
quencies, or both, field survey lines should be 
clearly marked with regularly spaced measurement 
stations. Horizontal and vertical control for all such 
stations is necessary. In addition to varying the coil 
spacings and frequencies, some systems allow the 
measurement of different components of the elec-
tromagnetic dipole. For example, when the coils are 
held parallel to the ground, the vertical dipole is 
measured; when the coils are held in a vertical 
plane, the horizontal dipole is measured. Because 
these different orientations typically provide dif-
ferent penetration depths, both should be collected 
where possible (Kaufman and Keller 1983). 

4.1.3 Applications of Electrical and EM 
Surveys to Landslides 

Resistivity surveys have been used successfully to 
map the limits of landslide masses. Both vertical 
sounding and horizontal profiling methods have 
been used. Because landsliding results in the dis-
ruption of earth materials and the development of 
an irregular rupture surface, large contrasts in elec-
trical resistivity are frequently associated with these 
movements. Subsurface water may accumulate at 
some locations and drain from others. Where test 
borings or the presence of springs permits the 
recognition of water table conditions, the extent of 
such saturated and reduced-stability zones may be 
mapped by resistivity methods. Case histories 
describing the use of resistivity surveys for land-
slides have been reported by Trantina (1963), 
Takada (1968), Moore (1972), Brooke (1973), and 
Bogoslovsky and Ogilvy (1977). 

As with resistivity surveys and soundings, the 
apparent conductivity of earth materials measured 
by EM techniques is largely a reflection of the pres-
ence and salinity of groundwater. Therefore, EM 
techniques are essentially as applicable to landslide 
investigations as resistivity surveys. EM methods 
offer the potential for still more rapid reconnais-
sance of suspect areas, however. 
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4.2 Seismic Surveys 

Seismic surveys include refraction, reflection, and 
acoustic techniques (Johnson and DeGraff 1988). 
All are based on the fact that the elastic properties 
of earth materials determine the velocities of waves 
propagating through them (Aikas ct al. 1983). 
Shock waves generated by some energy source 
propagate through the body of the earth as body 
waves and along the near surface of the earth as 
surface waves (Dobrin 1976). These waves follow 
multiple paths from source to point of detection. 
Initially, as direct waves, they follow a direct path, 
and the measurement of the elapsed time of travel 
and the distance permits the computation of the 
wave velocity through the material. At greater dis-
tances, the waves encounter different materials and 
are refracted and reflected at the velocity interfaces 
(Figure 10-4). Complex sequences of wave distur-
bance patterns are thus detected at most locations 
following the release of a single energy pulse from a 
discrete source. 

There are numerous types of both body and 
surface waves. Surface waves are not used in most 
geophysical engineering explorations but have 
important roles in more sophisticated applications 
(Dobrin 1976); they will therefore not be discussed 
further here. Body waves include both compres-
sional and shear waves. Compressional body waves 
travel the fastest of all the waves, and consequently 
are called primary or P-waves because they arrive 
first at a detector or receiver. Compressional waves 
are used for most engineering seismic applications. 
They are the dominant body wave generated by 
explosives in a shallow borehole, hammer blows to 
a metal plate on the surface, or the dropping of a 
heavy weight. Compressional wave velocities for 
many types of earth materials have been reported 

Geophone  

by Redpath (1973), Dobrin (1976), and Telford 
etal. (1976). 

Shear waves arrive at a detector following the 
P-waves but ahead of surface waves. For this reason 
they are often referred to as secondary or S-waves 
(Johnson and DeGraff 1988). Shear waves travel 
only through solids. Because the usual sources of 
shock-wave energy do not generate strong shear 
waves, specialized techniques are required. Mea-
surement and analysis of shear-wave velocities can 
supply important information to landslide investi-
gations. Compressional-wave velocity (V p) is fre-
quently affected by the degree of saturation, 
whereas shear-wave velocity (V,) is unaffected. 
Consequently the ratio V  /V is often of value in 
determining degree of saturation (Johnson 1976). 
Shear-wave velocities and the V,/V ratio also 
offer a superior method for in situ estimation of 
dynamic elastic moduli, such as the Young's mod-
ulus, shear modulus, and Poisson's ratio (Griffiths 
and King 1969; Johnson and DeGraff 1988). 

4.2.1 Seismographs 

Seismographs are used to record shock-wave travel 
times between a source and a receiver, or geophone, 
over a series of selected distances. Seismographs 
may be either single channel or multichannel. 

In most seismic work involving landslides, a 
multichannel seismograph system is used, which 
includes a number of detectors or geophones that 
are placed on the surface at varying distances from 
the shock source, amplifiers that enhance the sig-
nals, and a recording oscillograph that produces a 
time-based record of the signals received from all 
the detectors [Figure 10-5(a)]. Multichannel seis-
mographs allow more sophisticated data filtering, 
recording, and processing of an entire series of 
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records from a single source. They are more com-
plex and expensive than the single-channel seis-
mographs. With a single-channel seismograph, 
the energy source must be repeated for different 
geophone distances until a suitable range of travel 
times has been collected [Figure 10-5(b)]. This 
procedure requires more time and the use of mul-
tiple energy events. An important capability of any 
seismograph is enhancement of the signal-to-noise 
ratio, usually by adding the effects of multiple 
sequential energy sources (such as hammer blows) 
to produce a single record. Weak signals are thus 
enhanced and random noise events are partially 
cancelled. 

4.2.2 Seismic Refraction 

The seismic refraction method is based on 
measurement of the time required for shock 
compression waves generated by hammer impact 
or by detonation of an explosive at or just below 
the ground surface to pass from one point to 
another through the earth. Some of the waves are 
deflected or refracted by the more rigid, deeper 
formations and return to the surface where their 
times of arrival are recorded. 

When a shock wave from the explosion or ham-
mer impact reaches each geophone, it appears on 
the recording as a pronounced change in the trace 
and is termed the first arrival. The time of first 
arrival at each geophone may be used to compute 
the depth to successively more rigid strata. Methods 
of analysis have been described by Dobrin (1976), 
Bullock (1978), and Johnson and DeGraff (1988). 
If the velocity interfaces causing the wave 
refraction are not parallel to the surface, apparent 
rather than true velocities will be obtained. It is 
imperative that seismic refraction profiles be run in 
both forward and reverse directions so that the 
proper computations can be made (Redpath 1973; 
Dobrin 1976). 

4.2.3 Seismic Reflection 

Reflected shock waves have many advantages over 
refracted waves in accurately calculating depths. 
However, the seismic reflection method has not 
found widespread use in shallow engineering in-
vestigations (Hunter et al. 1984). The reason for 
this lack of use is the difficulty in recognizing shal-
low-depth reflected-wave arrivals when intermixed 
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with a series of refracted body-wave and direct FIGURE 10-5 
surface-wave arrivals. Some procedural changes, Multichannel and 

coupled with new instruments, digital data record- single-channel 

ing methods, and computer-aided data analysis, 
refraction seismic 
surveys (modified 

have now made the use of reflection data more from Saayman 
feasible for shallow-depth computations (Hunter 1978). 
et al. 1984; Johnson and DeGraff 1988). 

42.4 Applications of Seismic Surveys to 
Landslides 

As with electrical resistivity surveys, seismic surveys 
offer several advantages in landslide investiga-
tion: the environment is not disturbed, the equip-
ment is portable, and large areas can be covered at 
relatively small cost. However, interpretation of 
seismic measurements is also conjectural where the 
geology is complex and velocities of the various ma-
terials are not in sharp contrast. Landslides can 
cause erratic changes in density, and therefore wave 
transmission may occur in complex patterns that 
often are difficult to quantify. However, the limits 
of sliding activity are often identifiable by changes 
in signal response when the edges of the landslide 
are reached. 

The refraction method has been used most fre-
quently to determine depths and geometries of 
landslide rupture surfaces and hence landslide vol-
umes. Case histories of such applications for land-
slides in a variety of soil and rock types have been 
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reported by Trantina (1963), Carroll et al. (1972), 
Brooke (1973), Murphy and Rubin (1974), and 
Bogoslovsky and Ogilvy (1977). Reductions in 
shear-wave velocities have been reported in some 
landslides. If shear-wave velocities can be 
determined at a landslide site, the V/V ratios for 
disturbed and undisturbed materials are of consid-
erable value in defining the rupture surface and 
seasonally monitoring the water table and degree 
of saturation (Johnson and DeGraff 1988). 

Even before observable landslide movements 
occur, compressional wave velocities may be pro-
gressively reduced by the opening of cracks in the 
rock mass. Periodic wave-velocity measurements in 
areas surrounding open-pit mines have identified 
changes in these velocities and hence have per-
mitted the monitoring of the initiation and 
progression of tension fracturing that can lead to 
subsequent slope failure (Lacy 1963; Dechman and 
Ouderhoven 1976). Attenuation of seismic energy 
is also typically greater in landslide materials. The 
increased attenuation is related to reduction of 
shock-wave velocity and reflects disturbance of the 
material. Equipment that can record geophone 
outputs can be used to measure any progressive 
attenuation of energy. Such progressive attenuation 
may over time indicate potential slope failure 
(Tamaki and Ohba 1971). 

4.2.5 Subaudible Rock Noise Monitoring 

The detection of subaudible rock noise (SARN), 
also known as acoustic emissions, has been 
attempted at a number of landslide locations with 
varied success (Kennedy and Niermeyer 1971; 
McCauley 1976; Jurich 1985; Jurich and Miller 
1987). The method relies on the detection of low-
intensity noises emitted by movements of earth 
masses within the landslide. SARN technology 
developed from microseismic monitoring of rock 
bursts within mines (Obert and DuvaIl 1942, 1957; 
Hardy 1981). SARN data are gathered on land-
slides by using receivers attached to wave guides. 
Metal rods or pipes driven into the ground, metal 
borehole casings, or metal strips attached to plastic 
casings are suitable wave guides. Improved instru-
mentation has allowed the three-dimensional 
location of acoustic emission sources under favor-
able circumstances (Hardy 1981). 

McCauley (1976) and Jurich (1985) both 
emphasized that the noise rate, not the number of  

events, is the significant measurement. SARN 
monitoring of landslides near heavily traveled 
transportation facilities may be difficult, however 
(Jurich and Miller 1987). Kennedy and Niermeyer 
(1971) used SARN to successfully predict a major 
slope failure in an open-pit mine. 

4.3 Microgravity Surveys 

Gravity surveys have been used to detect major 
subsurface geologic structures. In comparatively 
recent times, extremely precise gravity surveys, 
termed microgravity surveys, have been applied to 
selected engineering applications (Greenfield 
1979). These surveys utilize very sensitive instru-
ments (gravimeters) that permit measurement of 
the gravitational attraction at a given location to 
within 0.01 milligal (a milligal corresponds to 
0.001 of the value of the gravitational constant). 
This precision corresponds to a 24-cm change in 
thickness for a stratum having a density contrast of 
1 g/cm3  with its surroundings. Thus, in theory, 
such precise microgravity surveys can detect areas 
of low density in relatively large landslides. 
Colluvium or landslide debris is usually less dense 
than bedrock, so large bodies of loosened rock or 
soil can be identified where the density contrast is 
sufficiently great. 

However, practical use of microgravity surveys 
in most landslide investigations is doubtful. 
Gravity measurements require precise leveling and 
elevation determinations. The recorded values 
reflect topographic conditions and must be cor-
rected to remove the influence of local topographic 
features. Such corrections require detailed infor-
mation on the topography and material composi-
tional variations. Gravimeters are expensive and 
sensitive instruments, and their use and transport 
across rugged landslide surfaces may be difficult. 
Accordingly, the use of microgravity surveys is not 
recommended for most landslide investigations. 

4.4 Ground-Penetrating Radar Surveys 

Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) has experienced 
rapid development (Moffatt 1974; Morey 1974; 
Arcone 1989; Doolittle and Rebertus 1989). The 
method appears to offer important potential for 
rapid subsurface profiling. GPR instruments con-
stantly emit and receive signals as they are moved 
across the ground surface. Energy emitted by GPR 
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instruments in the radio portion of the electro-
magnetic spectrum is reflected back to the receiver. 
Some applications permit the use of airborne 
equipment. 

Common earth materials differ in degree of 
transparency to radar energy and consequently 
exhibit different degrees of radar penetration 
(Cook 1974). A chief limitation to the use of cur-
rent GPR equipment for most landslide investiga-
tions is the extremely poor transmission of radar 
energy through clay soils and shales. The presence 
of even minor amounts of clay limits effective 
GPR penetration to only a few meters at best. 

S. TEST AND CORE BORINGS 

Exploratory borings form a critical component of 
subsurface exploration. They are commonly 
undertaken to satisfy several objectives, including 

Identification of the subsurface distribution of 
materials with distinctive properties, including 
the presence and geometry of layers of material 
(referred to by geologists as stratigraphy); 
Determination of parametric data on the char-
acteristics of each layer by 
—Retrieving representative samples and con-
ducting laboratory tests on these samples to 
provide data concerning moisture content, 
gradation, plasticity, shear strength, and other 
properties as required; 

—Conducting in situ field tests, such, as penetra- 
tion tests, as the borehole is advanced; and 

—Performing geophysical and visual borehole 
logging activities; and 

Acquisition of groundwater data by observing 
conditions encountered while drilling and by con-
verting exploratory holes into groundwater moni-
toring wells to provide such long-term data as 
free-water levels, artesian pressures, flow rates, and 
water samples. 

In order to obtain the desired information, it is 
usually necessary to pay particular attention to 
how the borehole is advanced and how the mate-
rial is removed from the borehole, how the sides of 
the hole are stabilized to prevent mixing and con-
tamination of samples, and how the fluid pressure 
in the hole is controlled to prevent collapse of the 
hole, excessive deformation to the materials sur- 

rounding the hole, or disturbanèe of the material 
to be sampled. Exploratory borings must always be 
undertakeh using methods that minimize any 
changes in the nature of the strata being sampled 
and tested. 

5.1 Borehole Drilling Methods 

Creation of a borehole in either soil or rock 
involves three stages: 

Fragmentation of the earth materials, 
Removal of the material fragments from the 
hole, and 
Stabilization of the hole walls to prevent their 
collapse. 

Various methods are available to meet each of these 
requirements; accordingly, the undertaking of 
exploratory borings requires careftil selection of the 
most appropriate and economical techniques to 
achieve the best possible exploration under given 
site conditions. Hunt (1984) provided summaries 
of the advantages and limitations of the common 
methods. 

5.1.1 Fragmentation of Materials 

Several methods may be used to fragment or dis-
aggregate materials encountered by the borehole 
as it is advanced. The commonly used methods in. 
soil include 

Washing or jetting the use of powerful water jets 
in cemented materials and the circulation of 
water in loose sands, soft clays, and organic soils; 
Chopping: the repeated dropping and twisting of 
the bit to break up the materials; and 
Augering: the use of cutting or grinding bits to 
excavate moderately strong soils and weak rocks. 

The commonly used methods in rock include 

Percussion drilling: the use of repeated impacts 
of a hardened probe to disaggregate rock or 
cemented soils; and 
Core drilling: the use of an abrasive cutting head 
to form an annular ring around the circumference 
of the hole while preserving a central rock core. 

Only a few drilling methods are recommended 
for subsurface investigation of landslides. Where 
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undisturbed samples are required, hollow-stem 
augers should be used in soils and core drills 
should be used in rock. If only disturbed samples 
are required in soils, continuous-flight augers of 
various diameters, including quite large diameters 
in some cases, may be used. 	- 

Rock cores are collected by using core bits and 
any of a variety of core barrels. A core bit consists 
of a hollow ring of durable cutting teeth (usually 
composed of tungsten carbide or diamonds) de-
signed to fragment the annular area around the 
circumference of the hole. The resulting central 
rock core is preserved in a core barrel that can be 
retrieved periodically. Although core drilling may 
not always provide undisturbed samples of rock, 
other methods of drilling boreholes in soil or rock 
do not provide enough accurate information con-
cerning the subsurface conditions or useful sam-
ples for determining phsicaI material properties 
and so are not recommended for use in most land-
slide investigations. 

5.1.2 Removal of Material Fragments 

Once fragmented, the materials can be removed 
from the hole by 

Dry methods, including the use of continuous-
flight and hollow-stem augers; and 
Circulating fluids, which may be high-pressure 
air, relatively clean water circulated within a cas-
ing, or mud slurry. Mud slurry may also stabilize 
the borehole. 

5.1.3 Stabilization of Hole 

Some form of stabilization is often needed to pre-
vent collapse of the walls of a borehole, even while 
the hole is being extended. Usually no stabilization 
is needed in strong soils above the groundwater 
table or in relatively competent rocks. Two methods 
of stabilization are common: casing and mud slurry. 
Hollow-stem augers provide their own casing. 

Casing is used in sands and gravls above the 
groundwater table and in most soils below the 
groundwater table. It may also be required in very 
soft soils. Casing is available in several standard 
sizes and is composed of a variety of metal or plas-
tic materials. Polyvinylchloride (PVC) plastic is the 
most commonly used plastic casing. Metal casing 
is commonly used for support of side walls during  

drilling, whereas PVC casing is commonly used in 
permanent or long-term observation wells. Metal 
casing can be driven ahead of the hole by use of a 
hammer; plastic casing is usually installed within a 
hollow-stem auger before it is withdrawn or in holes 
that are marginally stable and remain open long 
enough to allow installation of the casing. 

Casing is often necessary, yet the use of any 
type of casing potentially has a number of disad-
vantages: 

Installation by driving may be slow in strong 
soils; 
Recovery of the casing often is impossible; 
Sampling to locate changes in strata may not be 
possible if the casing has already been driven 
past the point where such changes occur; 
Obstacles, such as boulders, cannot be pene-
trated by the casing, and further extensions of 
the hole require the use of a smaller casing that 
fits within the first casing; 
Driving of casings in gravels requires chopping 
to break up the gravel particles; 
If sufficient drilling fluid (either wash water or 
drilling mud) is not present within the casing, 
loose or granular soils below the water table tend 
to flow into the casing because of liquefaction 
effects, causing plugging of the casing and loos-
ening of soils below the casing; and 
The presence of the casing prevents the use of 
several borehole remote-sensing and logging 
devices (see Section 6) and may interfere with 
the accuracy of penetration tests. 

Mud slurry can be formed by mixing commer-
cial bentonite pellets with water at the drill site or 
by the natural mixing of clayey soils and circulat-. 
ing water in the hole. Use of mud slurry is a fast 
and efficient method of stabilizing boreholes in 
many situations. However, it also has some disad-
vantages: 

Mud cakes the hole walls and prevents the use 
of some visual logging devices, such as borehole 
cameras; 
Mud may penetrate the hole walls and contami-
nate some samples; 
Mud-caked walls may interfere with accurate 
water-level determinations; 
Mud slurry may not prevent hole closure in soft 
soils; and 
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Large pumps may be required to circulate the 
slurry, especially when hole depths exceed 10 m, 
and excessive pump wear may occur if care is not 
taken to remove sand-sized particles by cycling 
the slurry into settling ponds. 

Drilling fluid provides dual functions: it cleans and 
lubricates the drilling bit and it stabilizes the hole. 
Especially in soils and weak rocks, the fluid must be 
pumped at a carefully monitored pressure to pre-
vent creation of cavities around the hole or undue 
disturbance of materials immediately below the 
hole that are to be sampled subsequently. 

5.2 Observations During Drilling 

Observations made during drilling often provide 
very important indications that can help evaluate 
subsurfce conditions. Some examples of such 
observations are the following: 

The rate of rock core advance and the change 
of pressure on the bit can help to identify 
changes in the strata. 
In addition to notations on gain or loss of water 
during drilling, it is useful to measure the rise or 
fall of the drilling fluid in the hole. These mea-
surements can sometimes provide an estimate 
of the piezometric elevation and the flow rate 
through the layer being investigated. 
Measurements of the depth of drilling water at 
the beginning and end of the day and at the be-
ginning and end of any work stoppage can be used 
to quantify permeabilities and static water tables. 
The use of drilling mud may mask critical obser-
vations on groundwater and artesian pressures; 
therefore, drilling mud should be used only where 
absolutely necessary in landslide investigations. 

The field instrumentation plan should be coordi-
nated with the subsurface investigation plan since 
many of the instruments must be installed through 
drill holes. 

5.3 Test Borings and Sampling in Soils 

A large variety of soil boring techniques and sam-
pler types are available. Detailed explanations of 
the many variations are beyond the scope of this 
report but are readily available from numerous 
sources (Hvorslev 1949; ASTM 1951; USBR 1974; 

Broms 1980; NAVFAC 1982; Hunt 1984). Such 
manuals and guidance documents offer detailed 
recommendations concerning the choice of equip-
ment and field procedures. Two broad categories of 
soil samples may be obtained from boreholes: dis-
turbed and undisturbed samples. 

Disturbed soil samples are primarily used for soil 
classification tests and must contain all the soil 
constituents, although the soil structure is not pre-
served. Disturbed soil samples are usually collected 
using split-barrel samplers following the proceddre 
recommended by ASTM D1586, Penetration Test 
and Split-Barrel Sampling of Soils. Some common 
samplers used to collect disturbed soil samples are 
described in Table 10-3. 

Undisturbed soil samples usually do not entirely 
represent truly undisturbed in situ soil conditions 
because the process of sampling inevitably intro-
duces some disturbance into the soil structure. 
However, undisturbed samples are collected in ways 
that minimize the degree of such disturbance. 
These samples are taken primarily for laboratory 
strength and compressibility tests and for the deter-
mination, as closely as possible, of in situ soil prop-
erties. Undisturbed soil samples are collected using 
thin-wall tube samplers in soft to firm clays and 
coring samplers in other types of soils (Hunt 1984). 
ASTM D1587, Thin-Walled Tube Sampling of 
Soils, defines recommended procedures. In all 
cases, undisturbed soil samples should be collected 
so as to satisfy the following criteria: 

They should contain no visible distortion of 
stratification or softening, cracking, or modifica-
tion of material conditions by drying or freezing; 
The length of the recovered sample should 
exceed 95 percent of the length of the sampled 
interval; and 
The annular cross-sectional area of the sampler 
should be less than 15 percent of the total area 
of the sampler; in other words, the walls of the 
sampling device should be as thin as possible. 

Some common samplers used to recover undis-
turbed soil samples are described in Table 10-4. 
Usually, samples are collected at 1- or 2-rn intervals 
(in North America at standard 5-ft intervals) or 
at changes in strata. Continuous sampling is 
frequently desired in landslide investigations. 
Hutchinson (1983) discussed methods of locating 
rupture surfaces in landslides. 



Table 10-3 
Common Samplers To Collect Disturbed Soil Samples (NAVFAC 1982) 

TYPICAL SOILS THAT GIvE METHOD OF CAUSE OF DISTURBANCE 
SAMPLER DIMENSIONS BEST RESULTS PENETRATION OR Low RECOVERY REMARKS 

Split barrel Standard is 50 mm outside All fine-grained soils that Hammer driven Vibration SPT is made using standard 
diameter (OD) and 35 mm allow sampler to be driven; penetrometer and hammer 
inside diameter (ID); gravels invalidate drive data (see text); undisturbed 
penetrometer available up to samples obtained by using 
100 mm OD and.89 mm ID liners, but some sample 

disturbance is likely 

Retractable Tubes 150 mm long and 25 Silts, clays, fine and loose Hammer driven Improper soil types Lightweight, highly portable 
plug mm OD; maximum of six sands for sampler; units can be hand carried; 

tubes can be filled during a vibration some sample disturbance is 
single penetration likely 

Continuous- Diameters range 76 to 406 Most soils above water table; Rotation Hard soils, cobbles, Rapid method of determining 
helical-flight mm; penetrations to-depths will not penetrate hard soils . boulders soil profile;. bag samples 
auger.  exceeding 15 in .  or those containing cobbles can be obtained; log and 

or boulders sample depths must 
account for lag time 
between penetration 
of bit and arrival of sample 
at surface 

Hollow-stem Generally 150 to 200 mm Same as flight auger Rotation Same ag flight auger Special type of flight auger 
auger OD with 75 to 100 mm . with hollow center 

ID hollow stem through which 
undisturbed samples 
or SPT can be taken 

Disc auger Up to 1070 mm diameter; Same as flight auger Rotation Same as flight auger Rapid method of 
usually has maximum . determining soil 
penetration depth of 8 in profile; bag samples 

can be obtained 

Bucket auger Up to 1220 mm diameter Most soils above water table; Rotation Soil too hard to dig Several bucket types 
common; larger sizes can dig harder soils than available, including 
available; with extensions, above types and can those with ripper 
depths over 24 in are penetrate soils with teeth and chopping 
possible cobbles and boulders if . tools; progress is 

equipped with a rock . slow when extensions 
bucket are used 



Table 10-4 
Common Samplers To Collect Undisturbed Soil Samples (NAVFAC 1982) 

SAMPLER 
TYPICAL 
DIMENSIONS 

SOILS THAT GIVE 
BEST RESULTS 

METHOD OF 
PENETRATION 

CAUSE OF DISTURBANCE 
OR Low RECOVERY REMARKS 

Shelby tube 76 mm OD and 73 mm ID Cohesive fine-grained or Pressing with fast, Erratic pressure applied Simplest device for 

most common; available from soft soils; gravelly soils will smooth stroke; during sampling, undisturbed samples; 

50 to 127 mm OD; 760-mm crimp tube can be carefully hammering, gravel boring should be clean 

sampler length standard hammer driven particles, crimping of before sampler is 
tube edge, improper soil lowered; little waste 
types for sampler area in sampler; not 

suitable for hard, dense, 
or gravelly soils 

Stationary 76 mm OD most common; Soft to medium clays and fine Pressing with Erratic pressure during Piston at end of sampler 

piston available from 50 to 127 mm silts; not for sandy soils continuous, steady sampling, allowing piston prevents entry of fluid 

OD; 760-mm sampler length stroke rod to move during press, and contaminating 

standard improper soil types for material; requires heavy 
sampler drill rig with hydaulic 

drill head; samples 
generally less disturbed 
compared with Shelby 
tube; not suitable for hard, 
dense, or gravelly soil; 
no positive control over 
specific recovery ratio 

Hydraulic 	76 mm OD is most common; 	Silts and clays, some sandy Hydraulic or 	Inadequate clamping of 	Needs only standard drill 

piston 	 available from 50 to 101 mm 	soils compressed air 	drill rods, erratic pressure 	rods; requires adequate 

(Osterberg) 	OD; 910-mm sampler length pressure 	 hydraulic or air capacity to 

standard activate sampler; samples 
generally less disturbed 
compared with Shelby 
tube; not suitable for hard, 
dense, or gravelly soil; 
not possible to limit length 
of push or amounts 
of sample penetration 

Denison 	89 to 177 mm OD, producing 	Stiff to hard clay, silt, and 	Rotation and 	Improper operation 	Inner tube face projects 

samples 60 to 160 mm; 610- 	sands with some cementation, 	hydraulic pressure 	of sampler; poor 	 beyond outer tube, which 

mm sampler length standard 	soft rock 	 drilling procedures 	rotates; amount of 
projection can be adjusted; 
generally takes good 
samples; not suitable for 
loose sands and soft clays 

Pitcher 	105 mm OD; uses 76-mm 	Same as Denison 	 Same as Denison 	Same as Denison 	 Differs from Denison in that 

sampler 	diameter Shelby tubes; 	 inner tube projection is 

sample length 610 mm 	 spring controlled; often 
ineffective in cohesionless 
soils 
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Ensuring the best possible quality of soil sam-
ples involves experience and skill. In the collection 
of soil samples from boreholes, the following 
guidelines should be considered: 

Whenever there is danger of erosion or collapse 
of the borehole walls, commonly referred to as 
caving, a viscous drilling fluid or a borehole cas-
ing, or both, must be used while the borehole is 
being advanced. 
When samples are being collected above the 
water table, the borehole should be kept dry 
whenever possible. 
When samples are being collected below the 
water table, the borehole should be maintained 
full of water or drilling fluid during drilling, 
cleaning of the borehole, sampling and sample 
withdrawal, and removal of cleanout tools. If 
continuous samples are required, the casing 
should remain ftill of water or drilling fluid for 
the entire drilling and sampling operation. 
A single sampling tube should not be used to 
obtain an undisturbed sample of a soft or loose 
soil found directly below a stiff or compact soil. 
The driving of the sampling tube should be 
stoppd as soon as a sudden decrease in 
resistence is observed. 

5.4 Test Borings and Sampling in Rock 

Rock cores are collected by using core bits and any 
of a variety of core barrels. A core bit consists of a 
hollow ring of durable cutting teeth (usually com-
posed of tungsten carbide or diamonds) designed to 
fragment the annular area around the circum-
ference of the hole. The resulting central rock core 
is preserved in a core barrel, which can be retrieved 
periodically. There are many types of rock coring 
bits and core barrels (USBR 1974; Hunt 1984; 
Johnson and DeGraff 1988). 

Deere (1963) defined the standard numerical 
method of describing the degree of fracturing of 
rock masses from drilled rock cores, termed the 
rock quality designation (RQD). RQD is computed as 
the summation of the lengths of all rock core frag-
ments more than 10 cm long divided by the total 
length of rock core drilled. 

Rock cores may not always provide undisturbed 
samples of rock. The quality and degree of core 
recovery are a function of many factors, including 
speed of drill rotation, bit pressure and rate of  

advance, drilling fluid pressure, and core blockage 
within the core barrel. Especially when weak zones 
are encountered, the core may be damaged or 
destroyed by the jamming of rock fragments within 
the corebarrel that results in grinding of the sam-
ple as the drilling continues. Such occurrences are 
common during landslide investigations. 

Skilled and experienced drilling personnel are 
required to obtain the best possible results. Double 
and triple tube core barrels have been designed to 
minimize such problems. They should be used 
whenever possible to provide the best quality of 
samples. 

6. BOREHOLE LOGGING 

Direct sampling of subsurface materials by means of 
borings provides much important information, 
but detection of critical conditions, such as thin 
sand seams or lenses, rupture surfaces, or rock frac-
tures, is often a problem because even with contin-
uous sampling or coring, sample recovery usually 
does not completely represent subsurface condi-
tions. Alternatively, the borehole may be logged by 
a sensing device that measures the desired soil and 
rock characteristics at closely spaced intervals as it 
is lowered down or pulled up the borehole. Direct 
visual observations of subsurface conditions are 
sometimes possible with borehole cameras. A 
number of different material properties can be 
determined by different logging devices, including 
self-potential, electrical resistivity, nuclear radia-
tion, density (based on nuclear absorption), water 
content (based on hydrogen ion reaction), and 
sound wave or impulse response. 

Borehole logging produces a graph of each 
property plotted as a function of depth. Most log-
ging devices provide measurements within about 
15 to 30 cm around the hole. Thus, effects of 
drilling muds and borehole casing installation 
must be considered in selecting logging procedures 
and interpreting results. Other geophysical 
methods, such as downhole and crosshole seismic 
surveys and downhole and crosshole resistivity 
surveys, are effective tools for special applications 
such as finding voids in rock. 

Several devices can be used to log boreholes and 
provide continuous in situ high-resolution mea-
surements that are more repesentative of subsurface 
conditions than samples from boreholes. An ade-
quate assessment of subsurface conditions may 
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require the use of a suite of logging methods be-
cause each responds to a different property of soil, 
rock, or fluid. Some techniques allow for measure-
ments from inside a plastic or metal borehole cas-
ing, and some allow measurements in both 
unsaturated and saturated zones. 

Borehole logging measurements can be corre-
lated with known geologic strata and conditions in 
one borehole and then used to correlate and iden-
tify similar strata in nearby boreholes. Thin layers, 
not readily detected in soil or core samples, can 
often be resolved by logging. By providing high-
resolution data that are independent of subjective 
interpretations of soil or rock type, logging can im-
prove the correlation of strata and subsurface con-
ditions between borings. For example, it is difficult 
to compare samples obtained from two different 
holes to determine whether soils or rocks that have 
similar classification characteristics represent the 
same stratum. However, by comparing continuous 
borehole logs, one can match the patterns of the 
different properties; similar patterns suggest similar 
stratification. Thus, although borehole logging 
may have limited engineering significance by itself 
in one hole, it is a significant tool for boring inter-
pretation and correlation when used in adjacent 
holes. 

Table 10-5 summarizes some of the more com-
monly used borehole logging methods, their appli-
cations, the conditions under which they may be 
used, and some of their limitations. The logging 
methods are grouped into six classes, which are 
described in the following subsections: 

Caliper logging, which measures the diameter 
of an uncased borehole; 
Electric logging, which measures electrical con-
ductance or resistivity of the subsurface materials; 
Nuclear logging, which measures the radioac-
tivity of subsurface materials and hence their 
lithology, bulk density, and moisture content; 
Remote sensing; 
Thermal profiling; and 
Seismic methods. 

6.1 Caliper Logging 

A caliper log measures the diameter of the uncased 
borehole. The mechanical caliper device is lowered 
to the bottom of the hole, the caliper arms are 
spread, and the device measures the hole diameter 

continuously as it is raised. The caliper device is 
connected to a recording device on the surface. 
The profile of the borehole diameter produced by 
the caliper logging device is needed to interpret the 
results obtained by many other logging techniques. 
Changes in borehole diameter differentiate be-
tween hard and soft rock and may identify swelling 
zones or locations of possible borehole shearing. 

6.2 Electric Logging 

Electric logging methods include several devices 
for measuring apparent resistivities of earth mate-
rials and self potentials, which are naturally occur-
ring small electrical currents generated within 
earth materials. These logging methods are analo-
gous to the surface-based electrical resistivity 
methods discussed in Section 4.1.1. 

6.2.1 Induction Log 

The induction log is similar to the electromagnetic 
(EM) conductivity profiling measurements de-
scribed in Section 4.1.2. It measures the electrical 
conductivity of the soil or rock surrounding open 
or PVC-cased boreholes above or below the water 
table. The induction log can be used to identify 
lithology and provide stratigraphic correlation be-
tween boreholes. Variations in electrical conduc-
tivity with depth are related to changes in the 
specific conductance of pore fluids, which in turn 
indicate changes in clay content, permeability, de-
gree of fracturing, or contaminants in the fluids. 

The induction log has a radius of investigation 
of about 1 m, much greater than that for other log-
ging methods. Thus, the induction log is almost 
unaffected by mud on. the borehole walls or con-
struction conditions. It is a good indicator of gen-
eral soil and rock conditions surrounding the 
borehole. The induction log provides data that are 
similar to those provided by the resistivity log, but 
because the induction log does not require elec-
trical contact with the earth materials, it can mea-
sure in both the unsaturated vadose zone and the 
saturated zone and can be used in PVC-cased 
boreholes. 

6.2.2 Resistivity Log 

The resistivity log measures the apparent resistivity 
of soil or rock immediately surrounding a borehole. 
Because this device requires electrical contact with 



Table 10-5 
Borehole Logging Methods 

Eici OF 

BOREHOLE 
PARAMETER CASING 	 SATU- UNSARJ- 	RADIUS OF DIAMETER 

CATEGORY MEASURED RATED RATED 	INVESTIGATION AND MUD APPLICATIONS LIMITATIONS 

Caliper Borehole Yes 	No 	No 	Yes Yes 	At immediate NA Used to continuously Requires an uncased hole 
logging diameter borehole measure and record 

wall borehole diameter 

Electric 
'logging 
Induction Electrical Yes 	Yes 	No 	Yes Yes 	75 cm Negligible Provides continuous mea- Information has lower reso- 

conductivity sure of conductivity for lution than resistivity 
materials surrounding log but can evaluate 
borehole unsaturated zone and 

PVC-cased boreholes 

Resistivity Electrical Yes 	No 	No 	Yes No 	30 to 150cm Significant Provides continuous Generally information pro- 
resistivity to mini- measure of resistivity vided is only semi- 

mal, de- from which material quantitative; requires 
pending types can be deduced borehole log and is re- 
on when compared with stricted to saturated zone 
probe borehole material logs and uncased borehole 

Spontaneous- Electrical po- Yes 	No 	No 	Yes No 	Immediately Significant Identifies lithology, Provides ambiguous data 
potential tentials from adjacent oxidation-reduction that require considerable 

mineral reac- to borehole reaction zones, and interpretation; can only 
tions and wall subsurface flows valuate saturated zone 
groundwater in uncased borehole 
flow 

Nuclear 
logging 
Natural- Natural-gamma Yes 	Yes 	Yes 	Yes Yes 	15 to 30 cm Moderate Determines presence and May be affected by pres- 

gamma radiation ' integrity of clay and ence of mud coatings on 
shale formations borehole walls 

Gamma- Material Yes 	Yes 	Yes 	Yes Yes 	15 cm Significant Provides continuous Provides only material den- 
gamma density measurement of material sity measurements; 

density health and safety regula- 
tions may influence 
operational costs 



Neutron- Moisture content Yes Yes 	Yes 	Yes 	Yes 15 to 30cm Moderate Provides continuous mea- Provides only in situ 

neutron (above water surement of natural moisture values; health 

table); porosity moisture content; lo- and safety regulations 

(below water cates rupture zones may influence opera- 

table) when used in combina- tional costs 
tion with gamma logging 

Remote 
sensing 
Borehole Visual images Yes No 	No 	Yes 	Yes At immediate Significant Special videocamera ob- Requires uncased hole; 

cameras of fractures and borehole tains continuous image images are affected by 

structures in wall of borehole walls; soft- water quality in hole 

borehole walls ware can be used to in- 
terpret dips of fractures 

Ultrasonic Continuous Yes No 	No 	Yes 	Yes At immediate Significant Provides continuous image Requires uncased hole; 

acoustic images of bore- borehole to mod- of borehole wall images are much less 

hole wall show- wall erate showing fractures and clear than those ob- 

.ing fractures other discontinuities tamed by borehole 
- cameras 

Thermal Temperature Yes No 	No 	Yes 	No Within NA Determines zone of water Requires uncased hole 

profiling borehole inflow into borehole 

Seismic 
methods 
Uphole Material Yes No 	No 	Yes 	Yes NA NA Determines dynamic prop- Requires uncased and 

survey dynamic erties and rock-mass mud-filled hole 

properties quality of materials - 

surrounding borehole 

Downhole Material Yes No 	No 	Yes 	Yes NA NA Determines dynamic prop- Requires uncased and 

survey dynamic erties and rock-mass mud-filled hole 

properties quality of materials 
surrounding borehole - 

Crosshole Material Yes No 	No 	Yes 	Yes NA NA Determines dynamic prop- Requires array of 

survey dynamic - erties and rock-mass uncased holes 

properties quality of selected 
- stratum 

Nom: NA = not applicable. 
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the borehole wall, it can only be run in uncased 
boréholes filled with water or drilling fluid. 

Resistivity logging devices are produced with 
various electrode spacings. Short probes have 
spacings of about 45 cm between electrodes. They 
produce high-resolution logs showing the pres-
ence of thin layers, but the measurements are 
made only in the zone immediately surrounding 
the borehole. Long probes have electrode spacings 
of about 1.6 m and provide resolutions and pene-
trations that are similar to those achieved by 
induction logs. 

6.2.3 Spontaneous-Potential Log 

The spontaneous-potential log measures the nat-
ural potential (in millivolts) developed between 
the borehole fluid and the surrounding rock mate-
rials. It can only be run in uncased boreholes 
within the saturated zone, and its radius of investi-
gation is highly variable. 

The observed spontaneous potential is com-
posed of two components, the first being devel-
oped by the electrochemical reactions among 
dissimilar materials and the second being a result 
of the movement of ionized water through perme-
able materials. The measurements are only semi-
quantitative and are subject to considerable noise 
from the electrodes, local hydrogeologic condi-
tions, and the borehole fluids. However, these 
measurements may, under favorable circumstan-
ces, yield information concerning the lithology, 
oxidation-reduction conditions, and subsurface 
fluid flow. 

6.3 Nuclear Logging 

Nuclear logging includes three techniques that are 
closely similar and, because they support each 
other, are often used together. Gamma-gamma and 
neutron-neutron nuclear probes have been used to 
monitor changes in moving slopes and to success-
fully locate a rupture zone in a relatively uniform 
deposit (Cotecchia 1978). These methods may suf-
fer from restrictions and cost escalation because of 
health and environmental regulations surrounding 
the use of radioactive materials. Liability insurance 
against loss of a nuclear source probe in a drill hole 
may not be available. Lack of such insurance may 
prevent the use of these logging techniques for 
many projects. 

6.3.1 Natural-Gamma Log 

The natural-gamma log records the amount of 
gamma radiation naturally emitted from earth ma-
terials. This log is used chiefly to identify litholo-
gies in either uncased or cased boreholes both 
above and below the water table. It has a radius of 
investigation of about 15 to 30 cm. Natural-
gamma emissions come chiefly from potassium-40 
and daughter products of the uranium and thorium 
decay series. Because clays and shales concentrate 
these elements through processes of ion exchange 
and adsorption, the natural-gamma activity of clay 
and shale-bearing formations is much higher than 
that for clean sands, sandstones, or limestones. The 
natural-gamma log is therefore useful in determin-
ing the presence and integrity of clays and shales. 

6.3.2 Gamma-Gamma (Density) Log 

Gamma-gamma logging provides a continuous 
measurement of material in situ density. This log 
can be used in uncased and cased holes above and 
below the water table. Gamma-gamma logging 
uses an active probe containing both a radiation 
source and a detector. The probe measures the 
backscatter of gamma rays emitted by the probe 
averaged over the distance between the source 
and the detector. The radius of investigation is 
usually no more than 15 cm; thus this log is more 
likely to be affected by variations in borehole di-
ameter, mud coatings on the borehole walls, and 
other well-construction factors. 

6.3.3 Neutron-Neutron (Porosity) Log 

Neutron-neutron logging provides a continuous 
measurement of natural moisture content above 
the water table and porosity below the water table. 
This logging can be run in cased or uncased holes 
above or below the water table. The neutron-
neutron log uses an active probe that measures the 
backscatter of gamma rays and neutrons resulting 
from bombardment by fast neutrons generated by a 
source within the probe. The backscatter is a func-
tion of the hydrogen content of the materials, 
which is correlated with the natural water content, 
porosity, or both. However, this estimation is highly 
dependent on the clay or shale content of the ma-
terial. The radius of investigation is typically about 
15 cm, rising to about 30 cm in very porous forma- 
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tions, so borehole diameter fluctuations and similar 
construction factors can influence the results ob-
tained. However, these influences are less severe 
than for the gamma-gamma log. 

6.4 Remote Sensing 

Several methods of remotely sensing borehole con-
ditions have been used. Both film cameras and 
television (video) cameras have been used for a 
number of years. With video-recording devices and 
special software, the television camera images can 
be analyzed to determine the strike and dip of frac-
tures or other planar features intersected by the 
borehole. Ultrasonic acoustic logging devices pro-
vide a three-dimensional view of the borehole wall 
showing fractures and other discontinuities. These 
methods all require an uncased hole. 

6.5 Thermal Profiling 

A thermal profile down a borehole can be obtained 
using an accurate thermocouple at the end of a 
wire attached to a high-resolution ohmmeter. The 
temperature is obtained continuously as the ther-
mocouple is lowered into the hole. When contin-
uous recording equipment is not available, readings 
at intervals of 30 cm have proved satisfactory. 
Differences in thermal conductivity from different 
geologic deposits allow inferences to be drawn con-
cerning their characteristics. Many profiles of the 
same hole are needed because information from 
the thermal profile is often masked by surface ef-
fects; for example, daily and seasonal changes af-
fect the upper 10 m of a borehole profile. 

The hole must be kept open with drilling mud or 
some type of casing (such as a plastic pipe) so that 
the temperature in the hole can stabilize. Multiple 
readings over a long period are desirable to account 
for surface variations. It is known that the temper-
ature within the earth surface increases approxi-
mately 1°C in 30 m below the uppermost 10-m 
depth. Large-scale regional variations in this value 
exist, reflecting the presence of local sources of 
magmatic heat within the earth's crust, but every 
location has a characteristic average thermal gradi-
ent. Changes from this average gradient reflect the 
presence of flowing water or changes in thermal 
conductivity that relate to changes in the geologic 
materials. 

A near-constant thermal signature identifies im-
pervious strata or water-bearing strata in which  

groundwater flow is taking place at very slow rates. 
Sharp changes in the thermal signatures identify 
strata supplying significant water volumes. Thermal 
profiling was successfully used by one of the authors 
of this chapter, McGuffey, to identify subsurface 
zones of flowing water on State Route 22 at Berlin, 
New York. This technique was used to identify lay-
ers in which subsurface horizontal drains could be 
installed to improve the factor of safety and stop 
landslide movement. 

6.6 Seismic Methods 

Seismic methods that employ seismic sources or 
sensors in boreholes may be used in conjunction 
with seismic geophysical surveying techniques 
to obtain data on the dynamic properties of earth 
materials and to evaluate rock-mass quality 
(NAVFAC 1982; Hunt 1984). The borehole tech-
niques include uphole surveys, dournhole surveys, and 
crosshole surveys (Ballard 1976; Auld 1977; 
Dobecki 1979). 

Uphole surveys utilize a sequence of energy 
sources that are set off at successively decreasing 
depths in an uncased, mud-filled borehole, starting 
at the bottom of the hole. Geophones are placed 
in an array on the surface (Figure 10-6). They 
should be set on rock where possible if the intent of 
the survey is to measure rock-mass quality. 

Downhole surveys locate the energy source on 
the surface adjacent to the uncased, mud-filled 
borehole, and the detectors are incorporated into 
a sonde that is raised or lowered in the borehole to 
obtain either a continuous or a discrete set of ve-
locity measurements of the earth materials sur-
rounding the hole (Figure 10-7). 

FIGURE 10-6 
Uphole direct seismic 
survey method. 

Geophones on ground surface 

Shothole 

Energy Source 
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FIGURE 10-8 
Crosshole direct 
seismic survey 
method. 

FIGURE 10-7 
Downhole direct 
seismic survey 
method. 
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by laboratory tests of undisturbed samples secured 
from the site, but obtaining representative samples 
is often difficult for the following reasons: 

Discontinuous samples with relatively small di-
ameters can miss thin critical strata that control 
landsliding (such as the slickensided surface of 
movement of a preexisting landslide); 
Distortion, disturbance, and changes in mois-
ture and stress are always associated with taking 
a sample out of the ground, handling it, trans-
porting it, and preparing it for laboratory test-
ing; and 
The process of creating a hole to obtain samples 
often changes the nature of the samples. For ex-
ample, bentonite seams may be washed out by 
the drilling fluid when drilling through bedrock 
or clay and silt may be washed out when drilling 
through bouldery till. It is often desirable to run 
direct field tests, such as penetration tests (see 
Section 7.1.0 or vane shear tests (see Section 
7.1.5), to compensate for or reduce the influ-
ence of these effects. 

For the foregoing reasons, some field testing is 
often recommended to provide in situ estimates of 
strength values and properties of materials involved 
in landsliding. Field tests are always more expensive 
to perform than laboratory tests, are usually more 
complex to interpret, and often are not as readily 
reproducible. However, their results are invaluable 
in confirming the validity of the laboratory test re-
sults. When field and laboratory test results do not 
agree, the investigator must determine the reasons 
for such discrepancies and their significance. 

Field tests range from relatively economical 
and routine borehole tests to more expensive in 
situ tests involving test pits or the collection of 
large block samples and, even more rarely, to the 
use of exploratory adits and shafts. 

7.1 Borehole Tests 

Certain physical tests have been devised that can 
be performed in boreholes drilled for identifying the 
soil strata and for securing the small-diameter sam-
ples. Borehole tests are among the most economical 
of field tests. Many test procedures are widely 
adopted. Although borehole tests suffer from the 
limited volume of material tested, they do allow the 
soil to be tested without the disturbance produced 

Crosshole surveys utilize an array of boreholes; 
usually four observational holes are placed around 
a single shothole. The energy source is placed at a 
given depth in the central shothole, and the de-
tectors are placed at the same depth or in the same 
geologic stratum in the surrounding observational 
holes (Figure 10-8). 

Uphole and downhole surveys substantially re-
duce the influence of reflection and refraction of 
shock waves. Travel-time velocities may be readily 
and accurately determined for layers of interest. 
Crosshole surveys eliminate the influence of sur-
rounding layers and allow the direct determina-
tion of the velocity for a single layer of interest. 

7. FIELD TESTING 

Evaluation of the stability of a slope requires mea-
surement of the physical strength properties of the 
materials that make up the slope. Of course, it is 
usually more convenient to obtain such measures 
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by removing the sample from the ground, taking it 
to the laboratory, and preparing it for testing. 
However, it should be noted that some disturbance 
is caused by stress relief in the borehole walls, and 
complete changes in soil characteristics often occur 
as a result of the progression of the hole and the use 
of drilling fluids. Borehole test measurements may 
be obtained by a variety of procedures and equip-
ment, including an assortment of penetration tests, 
use of a dilatometer, and borehole dilation, bore-
hole shear, and vane shear tests. 

7.1.1 Penetration Tests 

Penetration tests are conducted during the creation 
of a borehole. They involve measurement of the re-
sistance of materials to the advancement of stan-
dard probes (Sanglerat 1972; Schmertmann 1978). 
Subsurface conditions may be inferred by correlat-
ing soil properties with resistance values. Pene-
tration tests provide an extremely valuable and 
relatively low-cost supplement to the data obtained 
by direct borehole sampling and logging proce-
dures. The two main forms of penetration test are 
the standard penetration test (SPT), which is con-
ducted in conjunction with split-barrel sampling, 
and the continuous cone penetrometer test (CPT), of 
which there are numerous varieties. 

The SPT as defined by ASTM D1586 (which is 
in non-SI units) utilizes a standard 50-mm (2-in.) 
outside-diameter, 37-mm (1.5-in.) inside-diameter 
split-barrel sampler (Figure 10-9). The sampler is 
660 mm (26 in.) long and is driven 450 mm (18 
in.) into the undisturbed soil at the bottom of a 
borehole in three 150-mm (6-in.) increments by 
blows of a 63.5-kg (140-Ib) hammer dropping in 
free fall from a height of 760 mm (30 in.). The  

number of blows required to advance the sampler 
150 mm is recorded. The SPT can be conducted at 
any desired depth below the surface within an ad-
vancing test boring. Usually the first 150-mm ad-
vance is disregarded because it is likely to be 
affected by disturbance at the bottom of the previ-
ously developed hole. Therefore the SPT includes 
gaps in the penetration resistance record. The 
total number of blows for the second and third 
150-mm advances is used to define N, the standard 
penetration resistance, which is recorded as the 
number of blows per 300 mm (blows per foot). 

Penetration resistance encompasses both hard 
and soft seams in the 300-mm distance and is com-
posed of both end resistance and shaft friction. 
Although some investigators have attempted to 
drive such sampling tubes as far as 1.8 m, counting 
blows for each 150-mm increment, the accumulat-
ing skin friction and the buildup of soil resistance 
within the samples usually produce resistances that 
increase with each successive increment until the 
sample is withdrawn and the borehole cleaned out. 
The continuing increases in the values mask useful 
correlations. 

Penetration resistance is generally correlated 
empirically with soil properties measured by either 
laboratory tests or field tests of the same material. 
In this way, large numbers of low-cost penetration 
tests supplement the more limited information ob-
tained by more expensive laboratory tests. End re-
sistance is more important in granular soils and may 
be correlated with values of the angle of internal 
friction, whereas shaft friction is more important in 
cohesive soils and may be correlated with their con-
sistency. Although many empirical relationships 
between resistance and soil properties have been 
published (Terzaghi and Peck 1967; Sowers and 

FIGURE 10-9 
Split-tube sampler 
for standard 
penetration test. 
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Sowers 1970), these should not be used indiscrimi-
nately. Instead, a new correlation should be estab-
lished from the data obtained at the site in question, 
or the data should be used to verify the accuracy of 
the published relations (Terzaghi and Peck 1967). 

The OPT is defined by ASTM D3441. Rods 
with conical tips are forced into the ground while 
the required force is continuously recorded (Figure 
1040). No samples are recovered. The force may 
be dynamic, in which the rods are driven by blows 
from a hammer; static, in which rods are pushed 
into the ground as deadweights are applied; or 
quasi-static, in which the rods are pushed by hy-
draulic pistons reacting against a vehicle or other  

machinery. The quasi-static method is the most 
commonly used and is often referred to as the static 
cone penerrorrteter test (Alperstein and Leifer 1976). 
In relatively permeable soils, pore-pressure effects 
around the cone tip during penetration at standard 
rates are negligible, and the OPT values are cone-
latable with fully drained soil-strength properties. 
In homogeneous plastic clays, the CPT values ap-
proximate fully undrained behavior. 

There are numerous types of cones. The simplest 
types, including the Dutch cone, consist of a small-
diameter rod ending in a cone tip with a 60-degree 
angle at its point and an effective cross-sectional 
area of 10 cm2  (Figure 10-11). The Dutch cone 

FIGURE 10-10 
(right) Drive cone on 
25-mm drill rod. 

FIGURE 10-11 
(far right) Dutch 
cone with friction 
sleeve for static test. 
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measures a combined penetration resistance from 
both shaft friction f and end-cone resistance 
More advanced types of cones incorporate a fric-
tion jacket above the standard cone tip, permitting 
separation of the values forf3  and q  (Figure 10-12). 
Recently, several refinements have been incorpo-
rated into experimental cone penetrometers, 
including pore-pressure measuring devices (piezo-
cone), geophysical measurements by electrical-
resistivity receivers (Figure 10-13) or geophones, 
and geochemical monitoring devices to measure 
subsurface contaminants. 

Cone penetrometers typically can penetrate as. 
much as a few meters into granular soils such as 
sands. However, significant amounts of gravel cause 
the values to be erratic and not readily interpreted. 
The electric-resistivity cone penetrometer and the 
piezocone have been used and correlated to esti-
mate shear-strength parameters in clay soils. The 
static cone test often is not applicable to landslides 
because of the difficult terrain and hard materials 
overlying the critical layers. Dynamic cone tests ap-
pear to have greater flexibility for difficult landslide 
situations, but few recorded uses have been pub-
lished. The cone penetrometer is an extremely 
valuable supplement to the more direct boring and 
sampling technique. It helps identify changes and 
stratification and pinpoints weak materials that 
should be investigated in greater detail by more di-
rect exploration methods. 

7.1.2 Dilatometer Test 

In the usual field testing procedure, the pressure 
required to drive the dilatometer into the ground is 
recorded as a form of penetration test. At predeter-
mined intervals (usually about every 20 cm) the 
penetration is halted, the membrane is inflated, the 
A and B pressures are determined, the membrane 
is vented to deflate it, and the dilatometer is ad-
vanced to the next depth. The dilatometer is di-
rectly inserted into the ground and does not require 
a borehole, in contrast to the older pressuremeter 
discussed in Section 7.1.3, which does require a 
borehole. The dilatometer is thus suitable for rapid 
profiling of subsurface conditions. 

Much testing has been conducted with the 
dilatometer in a variety of transportation-related 
applications (Bullock 1983; Borden et al. 1986; 
Mayne and Frost 1988). Studies by Borden et al. 

FIGURE 10-12 
Operation of Dutch 
cone penetrometer 
and example of 
typical results 
(NAVFAC 1982). 

The flat dilatometer, developed by Marchetti 
(1980), is essentially a penetration device capable 
of obtaining an estimate of lateral soil stiffness 
(Borden et al. 1986). As shown in Figure 10-14, the 
dilatometer uses a thin circular membrane with a 
diameter of 60 mm, which is mounted on the side 
of a flat blade approximately 95 mm wide and 14 
mm thick. When inactive, the membrane is flush 
with the surrounding flat surface of the blade. The 
blade is pushed or driven into the ground, and 
when it is at the desired test depth, the membrane 
is inflated by means of pressurized gas controlled by 
a monitoring unit at the surface. Initial readings are 
taken of the pressure required to just move the 
membrane (the A pressure), which is related to the 
lateral stresses existing in the ground. Further read-
ings are taken of the pressure required to move the 
membrane center an additional 1 mm (0.04 in.) 
into the soil (the B pressure), which is related to 
the soil stiffness. 
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FIGURE 10-13 
Fugro electric 
friction cone 
penetrometer tip 
(Hunt 1984). 
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FIGURE 10-14 
Dilatometer and 
control unit 
(Borden et al. 1986). 

(1986) in North Carolina indicated that dilatome-
ter data significantly overestimated soil compress-
ibility. Mayne and Frost (1988) conducted a 
sequence of dilatometer tests near Washington, 
D.C., over a 3-year period. They correlated dila-
tometer test data with standard soil borings and 
cone penetrometer tests and concluded that the 
dilatometer offers an expedient and cost-effective 
method for profiling subsurface conditions, provid-
ing reasonable interpretations of soil properties in a 
variety of geological environments. They noted 
that the dilatometer cannot be easily inserted in 
very dense or gravelly soils. 

7.1.3 Borehole Dilation Test 

A number of field tests have been developed that 
are based on the resistance of a cylindrical borehole 
to dilation from applied internal pressure. The best 
known of these uses the Menard pressuremeter 

(Menard 1975; Winter 1986). As shown in Figure 
10-15, a membrane in close contact with the soil 
surrounding a borehole is inflated, and the stress, 
strain characteristics are measured with time. These 
data have been correlated with shear-strength and 
consolidation parameters in certain soil systems 
(Figure 10-16). In the Menard device, the end ef-
fects in the measuring cylinder are minimized by 
means of similar cylindrical rubber tubes above and 
below; these tubes are inflated with the same pres-
sure as the test cylinder, thereby providing a two-
dimensional stress configuration rather than a 
three-dimensional one, which has a more compli-
cated elliptical zone of strain. Other similar devices 
omit the end tubes and rely on theoretical interpre-
tation of the elliptical zone of stress and strain. Still 
others employ mechanical sleeves and strain sen-
sors to measure pressure and displacement. 

The instruments are quite delicate and cannot 
easily be used in very stiff or stony materials. The 
cost of acquiring equipment and running tests with 
these units is quite high, and the interpretation of 
the results is difficult. It appears that good results 
are ubiuincd pi iuiat ily in uf1et Jay depoii. 
Although it is claimed that these devices can pro-
vide the user with all of the necessary soil proper-
ties to evaluate shear and consolidation, the 
intcrprctation is largely empirical and certainly 
open to question in variable materials. 

7.1.4 Borehole Shear Test 

The botehule sheai lesi uieasuies die sheai 
strength of the soil in an annular zone surrounding 
the boring. The device consists of an expandable 
plug with serrations on its outer surface to grip the 
soil walls of the borehole when pressure of known 
magnitude is applied internally by a hydraulic sys- 
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tern. The soil is then sheared by pulling the device 
upward through the hole. If several such tests (es-
sentially undrained direct shear) are made on the 
same stratum at varying internal pressures, a Mohr 
failure envelope can be obtained. 

The test is of limited utility because it shears the 
soil in a different direction than that involved in 
the landslide process. Therefore, if the soil has 
anisotropic properties (usually the axis of weakness 
is parallel to the greatest extent of the surface of 
shear movement and more or less perpendicular to 
the direction of shear in the borehole shear test), 
the results may be misleading. There is usually some 
soil smear in the walls of the borehole; thus, the soil 
involved in the test may be partially disturbed. The 
size of the device is such that it integrates the effect 
of soil irregularities over a cylindrical surface with a 
diameter of 76 mm and a length of about 300 mm. 
This test is usually not useful in landslide investiga-
tions because the parameters measured (undrained 
shear) do not control landslide performance and 
thus have limited application. 

7.1.5 Vane Shear Test 

Vertical blades at the end of a thin rod produce a 
vertical cylindrical surface of shear when rotated 
(Figure 10-17). The torque required to initiate 
continual rotation is a measure of the peak 
undrained strength of the soil. The torque required 
to maintain rotation after several revolutions mea-
sures the residual undrained or disturbed strength. 
To minimize end effects, the length of the vane 
should be at least twice its width. The blades 
should be sufficiently thin that there is a minimum 
soil disturbance due to displacement and suffi-
ciently thick that they do not bend under load. 

In very soft soils, the vane and its torque rod are 
forced into the soil to each level to be tested. A ref-
erence Lest using the torque rod without the vane is 
required so that the torque necessary to overcome 
rod friction can be subtracted from the total torque 
measured when the soil is tested. In firm soils or at 
great depths, the test is made in undisturbed soil 
300 to 760 mm below the bottom of a borehole; 
hence, the resistance of the torque rod in the hole 
generally is negligible, but friction in the casing may 
be of concern. Numerous procedures and forms of 
equipment, ranging from simple torque wrenches to 
elaborate torque meters that apply a uniform angu-
lar strain rate, have been utilized (Hvorslev 1949). 

Vane data should be correlated with other shear 
data for use in analysis and design. Caution should 
be exercised in interpreting the peak strength; in 
some cases, the strength measured in a vane test 
has been found to be as much as 30 percent greater 
than that measured by other methods. The results 
of field vane shear tests, like the results of borehole 
shear tests, have limited utility in solving landslide 
problems because they reflect undrained shear val- 
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ues for undisturbed materials, which may not con-
trol landslide performance. 

7.2 Large-Scale Tests and Sampling in Pits, 
Adits, or Shafts 

vations that allow the direct examination of in situ 
geologic conditions. Large excavations range from 
test pits and test trenches, large-diameter holes 
that may be made relatively cheaply and rapidly in 
soils, and finally to shafts and adits, which are 
costly but valuable for investigating complex rock-
mass conditions. Excavation of a large hole deep 
enough into a landslide to obtain required data 
sometimes poses a safety risk to workers. The risks 
can be reduced by increasing the lateral support 
provided by shoring or by using remote-sampling 
and inspection tools so that the hole does not have 
to be occupied. 

As previously stated, one of the major limita-
tions of laboratory tests is their inability to include 
variations in the soil, particularly in zones with 
weak or hard spots. This limitation can be over-
come by large-scale, in-place tests performed in 
pits or trenches excavated to the questionable 
strata or zones of slickensiding. Although the range 
of stresses and particularly the range of ground-
water pressures that can be evaluated by such tests 
are limited, these tests permit large volumes of soil 
to be evaluated under the conditions within the 
total mass without the problems of sampling dis-
turbance and exposure inherent in small-scale 
sampling and laboratory testing. 

Creating a large test pit in an active landslide 
requires exiensive temporary support for worker 
safety and therefore can be expected to be expen-
sive. Data obtained from laboratory tests per-
formed on block or tube samples of critical soil 
layers collected from test pits may give better 
quantification of the parameters than field tests in 
the test pits. However, some authors believe that 
large-scale field tests are important sources of in-
formation (Sowers and Royster 1978). 

7.2.1 Plate-Load Test 

The plate-load test is the oldest form of in-place 
test (Sowers and Sowers 1970). It has only limited 
value in determining the strength of soils involved 
in the instability of large earth masses because 
there are many different interpretations of such 
tests, all yielding different values for shear-strength 
parameters. 

A pit is excavated to expose the surface of the 
stratum in question, and a rigid square or circular 
plate is placed on the ground. The pit should be as 
wide as possible but no wider than about two-thirds 
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the thickness of the stratum whose strength is being 
evaluated. Loading is incremental so that at least 10 
successively greater loads are applied before the 
plate shears the soil beneath it. The results can be 
interpreted in terms of soil-bearing capacity to give 
the shear strength of the soil along a curvilinear sur-
face that may crudely approximate the rupture sur-
face of a landslide (Sowers and Royster 1978). 
However, use of the plate-load test as the principal 
method for determining the strength of soils in-
volved in a landslide is not recommended. 

7.2.2 Large-Scale Direct-Shear Test 

A large-scale direct-shear test can be performed in 
a pit at the level of the suspected weak stratum; in 
the case of an existing landslide, the test may be 
performed on the actual rupture surface of the soil 
or rock. The pit is excavated to the level of the 
stratum or rupture surface to be evaluated. The pit 
should be large enough and be carefully excavated 
more deeply around the sides so that the material 
to be tested, left in the form of an exposed block or 
stump in the center, will not be disturbed by engi-
neers and technicians working around it. The size 
of the block is dictated by the geologist's or geo-
technical engineer's evaluation of the variation in 
the material strength properties. It should be large 
enough to be representative of the stratum as a 
whole and not just its weaker or stronger elements. 

A double box is placed around the block. If 
there is a definite plane of weakness, the sides of 
the box should be perpendicular to that plane, and 
the plane should lie between the top and bottom 
halves of the box, as shown in Figure 10-18. Good 
contact is necessary between the sides of the block 
of material and the sides of the box. Such contact 
can be achieved by careful trimming of relatively 
fine-grained or cohesive soils. In other materials, 
plaster can be poured to fill the spaces between the 
block and the enclosing box. 

A normal load is applied to the block by means 
of a plate just slightly smaller than the dimensions 
of the box, which can be fitted inside the upper 
half of the box. The normal load can be applied by 
jacking against a piece of heavy machinery above 
the pit or against a heavy steel beam anchored to 
the ground by earth anchors located sufficiently far 
from the test to prevent their having any influence 
on the tested block. The bottom half of the box is 
anchored securely by packed soil, concrete, or plas- 

(a) PLAN VIEW 	 TRACTOR 

iL 0-11 4SHEAR BO)( 	 TRENCH 

ter in the bottom of the pit. The top half of the box FIGURE 10-18 

is then jacked sideways by a calibrated system so Direct-shear test 
of strength along 

that the lateral load and the amount of lateral rupture surface. 
movement can be measured. 

The direction of lateral jacking should parallel 
the direction of suspected or actual landslide move-
ment. The same surface can be tested at several dif-
ferent increasing normal loads if each test stage is 
stopped as soon as peak strength or significant 
movement is observed. Such a test sequence deter-
mines the average shear stress required to produce 
rupture on a single predetermined plane. If deter-
minations of the peak strengths for a variety of nor-
mal loads are required, separate tests should be 
performed on fresh sample blocks for each normal 
load. Such tests require a large test trench, or mul-
tiple test pits, and are much more time-consuming 
and expensive to perform. 

Large-scale direct-shear tests simulate the shear 
strength of the earth materials along an actual rup-
ture surface. If the samples are large enough, they 
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integrate the effects of both hard and soft zones. 
Unfortunately, it is difficult to include the effects 
of changing water pressure. Sowers and Royster 
(1978) stated that their experience with large-
scale direct-shear tests indicated that these tests do 
provide meaningful shear-strength data, particu-
larly if the tests are conducted during the wet sea-
son. Sowers and Royster also suggested that these 
large-scale field tests be correlated with the results 
of the much cheaper standard laboratory tests in 
order to further extend the data. They concluded 
that a more reliable evaluation of shear strength is 
provided by a combination of judiciously selected 
large-scale field tests and laboratory shear tests 
than by laboratory tests alone. 

Sowers and Royster noted that standard equip-
ment for making such large-scale tests does not 
exist. They suggested that suitable tests be con-
ducted with materials fabricated in the field to fit 
the sample sizes and test-pit dimensions. Steel an-
gles, channels, and plates can be fabricated at rea-
sonable cost to create the shear box. Loads can be 
provided and measured by means of calibrated hy-
draulic jacks or jacks with load cells, and the 
movements can be measured with micrometer dial 
gauges. The lack of precision offered by such equip-
ment is more than compensated for by its realistic 
representation of field conditions. 

7.2.3 Collection of Large Block Samples 

Laboratory determination of soil strength and 
stiffness requires high-quality samples. As de-
scribed in Chapter 19, such determinations are 
particularly valuable when dealing with landslides 
involving residual and tropical soils (Geological 
Society of London 1990). Highest-quality intact 
samples are obtained by block sampling in test pits 
and trenches. Stepped excavation of the test pit or 
trench provides convenient benches for cutting 
and trimming samples. 

Figure 10-19 illustrates the method of preparing 
and removing hand-carved block samp1s.  Norm-
ally, block samples should be at least six times larger 
than the largest particle present but not larger than 
a 200-mm cube. Large samples tend to be too heavy 
for handling and transport without risk of damage. 
Soils with sensitive structures should be encased in 
protective boxes immediately upon trimming. 
Their exposed faces should be coated with sealants 
before undercutting and removal are attempted. 

The boxed samples should be packed with damp 
sawdust or plastic foam to support the sample from 
shocks during transit (Dearman and Turk 1985). 

An alternative method for taking intact samples 
from soils free of gravel-sized particles is with the 
core cutter (Figure 10-20). This procedure may be 
used for friable soils with little cohesion or for soils 
with a very sensitive grain structure. The cutter 
should not be forced into the ground. Rather, a 
roughly cylindrical block should be cut from the 
ground so as to have about 10 mm in excess to be 
pared off as the core cutter is jacked down steadily. 
A California bearing ratio (CBR) mold fitted with 
a suitable cutting shoe may be used with this 
method to obtain an intact sample. 

7.2.4 Adits and Shafts 

Exploration using adits and shafts is extremely ex-
pensive compared with the cost of more usual 
methods of subsurface investigation, but occasion-
ally it may be justified during the investigation of 
old landslides where dams or transportation fa-
cilities' will alter the topography or groundwater 
conditions. The usual purpose of this type of ex-
ploration is to obtain very detailed information on 
joint and fracture spacing and orientation, to col-
lect high-quality samples of failure material or in-
fillings, or to intercept groundwater. 

An adit must be carefully designed to perform 
safely and to provide subsurface information. In 
landslide investigations, an adit is typically de-
signed to penetrate the landslide base. If tunneling 
through weak materials is involved, additional sub-
surface evaluation may be required to provide de-
sign parameters for the adit bracing. In most cases, 
data from existing test borings and other landslide 
investigations will provide adequate information 
without a specific investigation to determine adit 
support parameters. Adits should be constructed to 
drain by gravity if groundwater is expected. 
Sloping the adit to provide drainage also facilitates 
muck removal. 

Shafts are adits that are oriented vertically or 
nearly vertically. Bracing design and construction 
techniques are similar to those for adits and are de-
rived from the mining industry. Shafts smaller in 
diameter than 1 m are normally drilled. If the shaft 
is drilled through colluvium, casing is used with 
cutouts to allow for observation of wall materials 
(Wyllie 1992). 
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FIGURE 10-19 
Stages in taking and 
protecting a block 
sample (Geological 
Society of London 
1 990): (a) isolate 
block sample by 
excavating a trench 
around it; (b) trim 
top and sides of 
block to size and 
cover with muslin 
and wax; (C) 
carefully undercut a 
slightly oversized 
sample and remove 
it; (cO invert sample 
onto base of 
shipping box and 
trim excess from 
sample; (e) cover 
trimmed sample 
with muslin and 
wax; (f) add more 
muslin and wax 
coatings as 
necessary, construct 
shipping box sides, 
and surround 
sample with 
cushioning packing 
materials; and (g) 
add more packing 
material and close 
shipping box. 

Plan on (a) 

High-quality cores can be taken at any angle 
within the adit or shaft (Krynine and Judd 1957) to 
test for natural and residual shear strength. In situ 
loading and direct-shear strength tests can be per-
formed in adits and shafts, although the confined 
space makes such tests even more expensive to per-
form than those in test pits. Such tests are common 
in dam-site studies (Krynine and Judd 1957) but 
are very uncommon in landslide investigations. 

8. TREATMENT OF SAMPLES AND CORES 

A primary responsibility of the field investigation 
team is the accurate labeling and location of all 
samples. It is self-evident that samples that are mis-
labeled or mislocated in the field have no value and 

may in fact be the subject of much fruitless analysis 
if such mislabeling or mislocation problems are 
undiscovered. 

However, the investigation team has responsi-
bilities that go beyond the accurate identification 
of all samples. Samples are relatively small repre-
sentatives of the much larger volumes of soil and 
rock materials that make up the landslide. Samples 
can be easily damaged, and in most situations, no 
laboratory test procedures can compensate for 
careless handling of samples in the field or during 
shipment to the laboratory. Common problems are 
subjecting soil samples to excessive shocks and 
blows; allowing soil samples to dry; allowing some 
rock samples, especially claystones and shales, to 
slake; and exposing samples to heat or freezing. 
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FIGURE 10-20 
Jacking undisturbed 
core-cutter sampler 
(Geological Society 
of London 1990): 
(a) overall view of 
equipment; (b) 
core-cutter assembly 
resting on exposed 
block sample; (C) 
rough trimming of 
block to about 10 
mm larger than 
core-cutter 
diameter; ( jacking 
of core-cutter down 
onto sample, 
allowing excess 
material along sides 
to be shaved off; 
(e) final sample 
within cutter 
assembly, allowing 
it to be carefully 
undercut and 
removed. 
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8.1 Preservation, Shipment, and Storage 

All samples should be described and logged imme-
diately upon recovery from the borehole. Sampling 
devices should be dismantled carefully to avoid un-
necessary shocks, especially to soil samples. Rock 
cores often need careful handling to prevent addi-
tional breaking. RQD values for rock cores should 
be determined immediately. Soil samples espe-
cially must be protected from drying because con-
sistency of cohesive soils changes with drying and 
details of stratification may be lost. 

Samples must be quickly preserved and prepared 
for shipment and storage. Many types of soil sam-
ples require protection and sealing to prevent dry-
ing. Even disturbed samples or samples from 
augered holes, which are merely mixtures of mate-
rials, should be handled in ways that preserve their 
field character to the maximum extent possible. 

Split-barrel soil samples should be placed in 
wide-mouthed jars that are sufficiently large so 
that samples will not be pushed, squeezed, or oth-
erwise deformed when placed in the jars. The jars 
should be sealed with appropriate caps and wax 
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should be applied over the cap to prevent any pos-
sible moisture loss. 

Thin-wall tube samples are normally retained 
within the tubes in the field. A small amount of 
sample is removed from one end of the tube and a 
nonshrinking wax is used to seal the end, which is 
then further capped, taped, and labeled. The tube 
is inverted and the other end is similarly sealed. 
The tubes should be shipped upright if possible and 
be protected with padding to prevent them from 
striking together. 

Rock cores are usually placed in special wooden 
core boxes that contain wooden spacers to separate 
the core runs. Rough handling of core boxes may 
result in significant damage to the cores. 

8.2 Extrusion of Undisturbed Samples 

Undisturbed soil samples are usually shipped to the 
laboratory in their sampling tubes, sealed and la-
beled as described in Section 8.1. Before an at-
tempt is made to remove, or extrude, the samples 
from their tubes, the tubes may be subjected to 
X-ray examination to determine the conditions of 
the sample, details of the profile, degree of distur-
bance, and presence of anomalies. New York State 
Department of Transportation practice now re-
quires that every tube sample be X-rayed before 
being extruded. This practice has greatly improved 
the quality of sampling and the testing results. 

The samples are extruded from their tubes in 
the laboratory. A few practitioners extrude the 
sample in the field, cut off short 15-cm sections, 
wrap them in aluminum foil, and surround the foil 
covers with wax in a carton. This reduces some 
transport problems but also requires additional 
field and laboratory sample handling that may re-
sult in disturbance of some weak soils. 

Samples should always be extruded in the same 
direction that they entered the tube in the field, or 
sample quality may be compromised. In the case of 
strongly cohesive soils, wall friction may become 
excessive, and extrusion may only be possible after 
the sample tubes have been cut into short lengths. 

9. INVESTIGATION OF GROUNDWATER 
CONDITIONS 

Groundwater is a major cause or triggering mech-
anism of many landslides (Chapter 4). Identifi-
cation and detection of groundwater conditions 
should therefore form a critical aspect of subsur- 

face investigations in areas of suspected or active 
landslides. Groundwater conditions within land-
slide masses are frequently complex, a result of the 
disruption of rock and soil strata and structures by 
the landslide movements. 

Surface observations and geologic mapping 
(Chapter 9) should identify surface water features 
of importance to landslide investigations. Springs, 
seeps, marshes, and topographic depressions within 
and adjacent to landslides are helpful in identify-
ing the position of the upper boundary of a satu-
rated zone, the water table, within portions of the 
landslide. Landslide movements may cause disrup-
tion, damming, or diversion of surface-water flows 
causing increased saturation of the landslide mass. 

Movements of landslide materials may also dis-
rupt or block subsurface movement and drainage of 
groundwater from a slope. Investigations should 
record the presence and flow volumes of springs and 
seeps near the toe of a landslide. Such discharges 
are usually beneficial to the stability of a landslide 
since they represent drainage of groundwater from 
the unstable mass. In many situations, the reduc-
tion or cessation of such discharges should be con-
sidered a warning of potential increased instability. 

Many landslides involve complex interrelation-
ships between surface-water and groundwater 
conditions. Details concerning methods of ground-
water flow analysis for complex subsurface condi-
tions typical of most landslides are beyond the scope 
of this report and may be found in standard texts on 
groundwater hydrogeology (Davis and DeWeist 
1966; Cherry and Freeze 1979). Simplistic assump-
tions concerning groundwater conditions, such as 
the presence of a single unsaturated vadose zone 
overlying a saturated zone with a water table defin-
ing the boundary between these zones, are unrealis-
tic for most landslide situations and lead to much 
confusion when field observations are interpreted. 

Landslide movements often result in the juxta-
position of materials having low and high perme-
abilities. Such permeability contrasts lead to the 
formation of isolated shallow zones of saturation, 
known as perched water tables, and isolated zones of 
saturated permeable materials containing ground-
water under elevated pressures. Significant vertical 
flow gradients exist within the groundwater at 
many landslides caused by the complex variations 
and geometries of the landslide materials and by 
the considerable topographic relief. As a conse-
quence, groundwater pressure measurements at dif- 
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ferent depths at a common location may yield dra-
matically different values. 

The interpretation of groundwater pressure val-
ues obtained from within and around landslides is 
complex. Increases in pressure with depth indicate 
the potential for upward flow, whereas decreases in 
pressure with depth indicate the potential for 
downward flow. However, poor hydraulic connec-
tivity between zones often prevents or restricts 
such flows from occurring. Groundwater condi-
tions within many landslides are best considered as 
complex, multiple, partially connected flow sys-
tems. The degree of independence or isolation of 
these flow systems may change over time as land-
slide movements continue or as a result of seasonal 
changes. 

Each landslide has unique relationships, so gen-
eralizations must be used with caution. However, 
investigators can often be guided by the following 
assumptions and recommendations: 

Surface observations are essential in determin-
ing the effect of groundwater on landslide in-
stability. 
Periodic or seasonal influx of surface water to 
groundwater will not be detected unless ground-
water observations are conducted over extended 
time periods. 
Landslide movements may open cracks and de-
velop depressions at the head of a landslide that 
increase the rate of infiltration of surface water 
into the landslide mass. Water infiltration at the 
head of a landslide generally results in increased 
instability. 
Ponding of surface water anywhere on the land-
slide may cause increased infiltration of water 
into the landslide and should be investigated. 
Disruption of surface water channels and cul-
verts may also result in increased infiltration of 
surface water into the landslide. 
Landslide movements may result in blockage of 
permeable zones that were previously freely 
draining. Such blockage may cause a local rise in 
the groundwater table and increased saturation 
and instability of the landslide materials. Subsur-
face observations should therefore be directed 
to establishing groundwater conditions in the 
undisturbed areas surrounding the landslide. 
Low-permeability soils, which are commonly 
involved in landslides, have slow response times 
to changes in groundwater conditions and pres- 

sures. Long-term groundwater monitoring is re-
quired in these soils. 
Accurate detection of groundwater in rock for-
mations is often difficult because shale or clay-
stone layers, intermittent fractures, and fracture 
infilling may occlude groundwater detection by 
boring or excavation. 
Borings should never be the only method of 
groundwater investigation; nevertheless they are 
a critical component of the overall investigation. 

The accurate definition of groundwater condi-
tions within and adjacent to a landslide is often 
very difficult. As noted in earlier sections of this 
chapter, geophysical field and borehole logging 
methods are potentially useful techniques for 
identifying groundwater conditions, but these 
methods have limitations. As discussed in Section 
4.1, electromagnetic conductivity and resistivity 
profile surveys reflect the presence and salinity of 
groundwater. Where test borings or the presence 
of springs or seeps indicates shallow groundwater 
conditions, the extent of such saturated zones may 
be further mapped by these methods. When ex-
ploratory boreholes are logged by electric or nu-
clear logging devices (Sections 6.2 and 6.3), some 
semiquantitative information on soil moisture 
conditions may be obtained. Thermal profiles of 
boreholes (Section 6.5) have been successful in 
identifying subsurface zones of flowing water in 
landslides. Recently developed experimental cone 
penetrometers have included a pore-pressure mea-
suring device (the piezocone) that can assist in lo-
cating zones of higher groundwater flow. 

Direct measurement of groundwater pressure 
conditions is necessary and can be accomplished 
by a monitoring well, or piezometer, an instrument 
used to measure groundwater pressure at a point in 
the subsurface. There are three main types of 
piezometers (Table 10-6), which consist of three 
basic components: the tip, the standpipe, and seals. 
The tip includes a perforated section of casing, well 
screen, porous element, or other similar feature 
that allows interaction with the groundwater. In 
fine-grained or unstable materials, so common in 
landslides, the tip installation may be surrounded 
by a filter material. The standpipe is a watertight 
pipe or measurement conduit of the smallest prac-
tical diameter that is attached to the tip and ex-
tends to the surface of the ground. A seal, or 
multiple seals, consisting of grout, bentonite slurry, 
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Table 10-6 
Types of Piezometers 

INSTRUMENT ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

Open standpipe piezometer Simple and reliable, with a long record Slow response time; liable to 
or welipoint of experience; no elaborate recording freeze in cold weather 

terminal point required 

Pressure sensor piezometer 
Pneumatic Location and elevation of terminal Humid air must be 

recording point are independent of prevented from entering 
measuring-tip location; can exhibit a measurement tubing 
rapid response 

Electrical Location and elevation of terminal Expensive; temperature cor- 
recording point are independent of rection may be necessary; 
measuring-tip location; can exhibit a errors may arise due to 
rapid response and high sensitivity; drift over longer 

- 	 suitable for automatic readout observation periods 

or other impermeable material must be placed be-
tween the standpipe and the boring walls to isolate 
the zone being monitored by the tip. 

The open standpipe piezometer is the simplest 
and most common type used in landslides. A com-
mon version of the open standpipe piezometer 
(the so-called Casagrande type) uses a porous tip, 
commonly constructed of ceramic, that can be dri-
ven to the desired depth. These tips may be dam-
aged when driven into the ground, so metal tips 
have been developed. The pores in the tip are 
about 50 pm, making it possible to use them in di-
rect contact with fine-grained soils. For certain 
landslide investigations and for long-term moni-
toring of landslides, more sophisticated pneumatic 
or electrical piezometer installations may be 
warranted. 

Problems arise because the installation of piezo-
meters in landslides is often difficult, the observa-
tions are often ambiguous because of installation 
errors or malfunctions of the piezometers, and the 
complexity of groundwater conditions within the 
landslide precludes simple conceptualizations. The 
following recommendations are made: 

It is necessary to accurately detect and monitor 
groundwater in most soils and rock formations 
through the installation of monitoring wells 
(piezometers). 
As many exploratory borings as possible should 
be converted to operate as piezometers; if these 
installations are to accurately detect ground-
water, drilling techniques that conform to the 

level of care accorded groundwater monitoring 
wells should be used. 
Drilling activities aimed solely at producing 
maximum rates of advance during development 
of a borehole in soil or rock can often occlude a 
seam containing groundwater. Modified drilling 
techniques, such as maintaining a high rate of 
return water flow and permitting solids to settle 
out of the drilling fluid before its reintroduction 
into the drillhole, can help avert such problems. 
The groundwater level should be measured at 
the depth at which water is first encountered in 
a borehole as well as at the level at which it sta-
bilizes after drilling. The borehole should be kept 
open with a perforated casing until stabilization 
occurs. 

The continuing movements within a landslide 
may destroy piezometers, so in many cases only the 
cheapest and simplest piezometer installations can 
be justified or are attempted. Thus open standpipe 
piezometers are the most commonly used but may 
be unsatisfactory because of their inherent limita-
tions. 

All piezometers are potentially subject to error, 
major sources of which include gas bubbles and 
tube blockage (Table 10-7). The magnitude of er-
rors can be controlled to some degree by proper 
piezometer selection, installation, and deairing 
techniques. A common problem is not establishing 
the measuring tip at the appropriate elevation 
within the landslide materials so that it measures 
critical higher-pressure groundwater zones; as a re- 
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Table 10-7 
Sources of Error and Corrective Methods for Piezometer Measurements 

PIEZOMETER TYPE SOURCE OF ERROR CORRECTIVE METhOD 

Open standpipe Piezometer partially filled with liquid such Avoid use of such liquids whenever 
as oil, kerosene, or antifreeze to prevent possible; carefully monitor leakage 
freezing or reduce corrosion; position of or evaporative loss potentials 
interface between liquids may be uncertain 
due to leakage or evaporation 

Open standpipe Piezometer completely filled with liquid Avoid using liquids that fill the entire 
other than water to prevent freezing or piezometer so that liquid interface 
corrosion; differences in surface tension at can be determined within 
interface between liquid and groundwater piezometer tube 
may cause appreciable and misleading 
changes in pressure determinations 

Open standpipe Air or gas bubbles caught by internal Use pipe diameter large enough and 
roughness or joints in open tube may interior smooth enough to permit 
cause stabilized water level to rise above gas bubbles to rise; avoid downward- 
true groundwater level protruding edges of joints 

Pneumatic pressure Gas bubbles entrapped within liquid cause Provide gas trap and outlet valve and 
sensor increased time lag in piezometer response, flushing facilities; use materials that 

but gas entrapped above gauge does not do not promote electrolysis and 
affect equalized pressures development of gas 

All types Gas bubbles in soil near intake cause Use well points or screens constructed 
increased lag time in piezometer response of materials that do not cause 
due to decreased effective permeability' electrolysis with soils and having 
and changes in gas volumes pores or holes large enough to permit 

escape of any gas bubbles 

suit, values may not represent actual landslide in-
stability conditions. 

Open standpipe piezometers will freeze if sub-
jected to sufficiently cold weather, and use of an-
tifreeze 'to counteract this problem introduces 
additional difficulties and potential error in the ob-
servations. The open systems are also prone to 
error due to gas bubbles within the standpipe or in 
the surrounding filter pack or tip. In fine-grained 
soils, open standpipe systems may be slow to re-
spond to changes in groundwater levels. 

Closed systems, such as the pneumatic and elec-
trical piezometers, overcome several of these 
limitations. Electrical piezometers also allow for 
automatic and remote recording. Because pneu-
matic and electrical piezometers are more expen-
sive and will become inoperative just as quickly as 
open standpipe piezometers when landslide move-
ments damage them, they are most often used to 
monitor landslides that pose major risks. 

The most common problem in subsurface inves-
tigation of landslides is the selection of an adequate  

number of piezometers and 'their proper installa-
tion. Water elevations in open or screened bore-
holes extending through the landslide mass, or 
large sections of it, generally do not provide mean-
ingful data. Nested installations consisting of sev-
eral piezometers with measuring tips at different 
elevations provide much more valuable informa-
tion. In some situations, it may be suggested that 
several piezometers be installed in a single borehole 
with impervious seals separating the measuring 
zones. However, such installations require consid-
erable skill for the proper placement and develop-
ment of the impervious seals to ensure that they do 
not allow leakage between measuring zones. Such 
installations become even more difficult when 
landslide deposits are unstable or moving, creating 
problems in maintaining a stable borehole configu-
ration. Also, if measurements are required in zones 
that are closely spaced, perhaps 3 m or less, ade-
quate seals cannot be expected to form. For these 
reasons, it is generally, best to create piezometer 
nests by installing individual instruments at differ- 
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ent depths in different, but closely spaced, bore-
holes. This procedure increases the total length of 
boreholes to be drilled but may be cheaper overall 
since each piezometer can be installed more 
quickly. 

More details of piezometer installations and op-
eration are discussed in Chapter 11. 

10. DATA PRESENTATION 

Subsurface exploration of landslides is frequently 
conducted under less-than-ideal environmental or 
working conditions. Information describing these 
conditions should be recorded in great detail at 
the time of observations or measurements because 
such knowledge may materially influence the 
methods of analysis of the resulting data and the 
degree of confidence that can be placed in them. 
Information that may be important to subsequent 
interpretation of the data are details on 

Tools and techniques used; 
Samples obtained; 
Weather conditions preceding and during the 
exploration program; 
Impressions of the investigators regarding ope-
ration of the equipment (i.e., the "feel of the 
tools"); 
Each geophysical exploration, such as seismic 
and acoustic measurements, test borings, and 
test pit, adit, or shaft results; 
Field instrumentation installed; and 
Field tests associated with the exploration. 

These details of the subsurface exploration pro-
gram should be incorporated into the overall geo-
technical report for the project. Appropriate 
interpretive techniques should be identified, and 
all data should be correlated in a consistent man-
ner. The investigator should highlight any anom-
alies or areas of conflicting evidence exposed in the 
exploration program. 

During any investigation, considerable data will 
be accumulated. The variations in these data 
should be studied in three dimensions because the 
mass of soil or rock involved in a landslide is three-
dimensional. When examined spatially, the varia-
tions may exhibit random or definitive patterns, 
lending support to some hypotheses concerning 
landslide mechanisms and eliminating others. The 
data must therefore be compiled into a geotech-
nical report, which is the primary product of the  

subsurface investigation program. The basic ele-
ments of a geotechnical report include a location 
plan, interpretive maps, geologic cross sections, in-
terpretations resulting from any geophysical meth-
ods, and logs of all boreholes, trenches, or test pits. 
When observations have been conducted over a 
period of time, the geotechnical report should in-
clude a separate section discussing such time-based 
observations and correlations. 

10.1 Location Plan 

All exploration efforts, including boreholes, test 
pits, field tests, geophysical profiles, and any other 
exploration activities, should be indicated accu-
rately on a location plan drawn to an appropriate 
scale (Figure 10-2 1). For most studies, a single plan 
should be sufficient to locate all the activities. 
However, at the site of very extensive investiga-
tions, the data may be arranged on more than one 
plan or enlargements of selected areas may be 
added to provide better readability. The base map 
for the site should include topographic contours of 
sufficient resolution and other local landmarks to 
allow future investigators to relocate themselves 
on the site. The plan may include the local geol-
ogy, or this may be shown on a separate map. A 
smaller-scale regional map clearly identifying the 
site location should also be included. Many reports 
lack an accurate description of the site location. 
Such information is useful when tying the detailed 
site information to regional geologic conditions. 

10.2 Interpretive Maps 

Some subsurface observational data vary with geo-
graphic position and are best shown in the form of 
maps. If the variations appear to be systematic, such 
as lines of equal strength or lines of equal ground-
water elevation, they can be drawn as contours. 
Contouring is frequently an interpretive process, 
with different individuals producing different con-
tour maps from the same data. These interpretive 
maps preferably should be plotted on the same base 
map used for the location plan map or as overlays 
that can be superimposed on the base map. Several 
interpretive maps may be desirable. 

10.3 Geologic cross Sections 

Cross sections of the data are particularly useful 
(Figure 10-22). Data from many different explo-
ration methods may be combined or interpreted to 
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FIGURE 10-21 
Typical landslide 
location plan 
(Jurich and Miller 
1987). 
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form the basis for typical geologic cross sections 
that illustrate the significant geologic conditions af-
fecting the landslide. Cross sections are also useful 
in evaluating the stability of the landslide mass. For 
this purpose, cross sections are required parallel to 
the direction of maximum slope, to the maximum 
water-pressure gradient, or to the observed trajec-
tories of movement. Geologic conditions may re- 

quire cross sections in other orientations, however, 
in order to further define important geologic con-
trols on the landslide movements. Fence diagrams, 
or three-dimensional sections, are helpful for sites 
with complex geology (for example, see Figure 
9-45). Recent advances in computer-generated 
spatial data-handling and visualization capabilities 
(Figure 10-23) have led to the experimental use of 
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locity can be used to compute the dynamic modu- FIGURE 10-22 
Typical geologic 

lus of elasticity and hence to estimate the rigidity cross section 
of the mass. The compression-wave velocity is re- through center of 
duced by cracks or microfissures in a rock mass, and landslide. 
thus it is an important indicator of the degree of 
fracturing in a rock mass. 

At best, however, geophysical methods are only 
indirect supplements to the more direct means of 
evaluating the qualities of the soil and rock mate- 
rials. Field data collection using geophysical meth- 
ods is relatively simple and rapid. However, in 
terpretation of the data frequently incorporates a 
considerable number of simplifying assumptions, 
and quality of the interpretation often depends on 
the skill and experience of the person making the 
interpretation. 

true three-dimensional digital models of landslide 
masses (Chiarle and Powers 1994). Such analyses 
have been found helpful in the limited number of 
cases to which they have been applied and may be-
come a more commonly used analysis and reporting 
tool as the required computer programs become 
more widely disseminated. 

10.4 Geophysical Survey Interpretations 

The geotechnical report should include adequate 
documentation concerning the methods used to 
interpret the geophysical data. The geophysical 
surveys and geophysical logging methods described 
previously can be used not only as a means of defin-
ing the stratification of the materials within the 
landslide, but also as a direct measure of certain 
physical properties of the materials. Although 
some of these properties may not necessarily be 
those needed to evaluate landslide stability, empir-
ical correlations among the properties can some-
times be helpful in establishing the stability of the 
landslide. 

For example, the seismic refraction technique 
yields the compression-wave velocity of the mate-
rials. If the density of the materials is known or can 
be reasonably estimated, the compression-wave ve- 

10.5 Borehole and Excavation Logs 

The results of test and core borings, test pits, and 
other reconnaissance methods should be pre-
sented in logs that include all pertinent informa-
tion. Boring logs should be prepared to provide 
complete documentation on the drilling, sam-
pling, and coring operations, as well as detailed 
descriptions of the materials, groundwater condi-
tions, and other aspects of the substLace environ- 
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FIGURE 10-23 
Computer-generated 
three-dimensional 
visualization 
of Slumgullion 
landslide, 
Hinsdale County, 
Colorado 
(Chiarle and 
Powers 1994). 
DIGITAL ELEVATION MODEL 
BASED ON 1990 AERIAL 
PHOTO(JRAP1 IY, U.S. 
GEOL(X)ICAL SURVEY 

FIGURE 10-24 
(opposite page) 
Typical borehole 
report log. 
COURTESY OF ILLINOIS 
DEPARTMENT OP 
TRANSPORTATION 

ment encountered by the borehole. Because logs 
frequently provide the basis for analysis and de-
sign, clear and precise presentation of all data and 
complete descriptions are important. 

Two sets of logs are usually generated: field logs 
and report logs, each serving different purposes. A 
field log records all the basic data and information 
regarding the boring operation. It is designed to 
describe each sample in detail and provide all in-
formation needed by the engineer to establish the 
validity of the data obtained. It does not contain 
all the information necessary for design. 

A report log records the data necessary for de-
sign or analysis. It is prepared after laboratory test-
ing of samples is completed and contains Ia 
boratory identification test results and notations 
concerning the various tests performed. The re-
port log may incorporate changes in the material 
descriptions from those in the earlier field logs  

so that the descriptions agree with the gradation 
and plasticity test results from laboratory testing 
(Figure 10-24). 

10.6 Time-Based Observations and 
Correlations 

The significance of the different factors involved 
in a landslide can frequently he found from em-
pirical correlations between the movement and 
observed forces or environmental factors. For ex-
ample, a time-based graph of both landslide move-
ment and rainfall, or accumulated rainfall and 
snowmelt, may show a visual relationship (Figure 
10-25). Similar time-based relations can often be 
observed between such environmental factors as 
groundwater levels or construction activities and 
the initiation, movement, or reactivation of land-
slides. In some cases, plots of the observed phe- 
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FIGURE 10-25 
Correlation of 
landslide movement 
with precipitation. 

nomena as functions of the logarithm of time are 	which the geologists and engineers involved have 
instructive, 	 jumped to erroneous conclusions on the basis of 

incomplete data. Such situations invariably lead 
11 	I IMMAPV 	 to increased difficulties and costs. 

A technically sound solution to a landslide prob-
lem can be derived only from technically sound 
data. A properly conducted subsurface investiga-
tion program leading to a comprehensive geo-
technical report forms the basis for subsequent 
stability analyses, which in turn form the basis for 
remedial action plans. The subsurface investiga-
tion program identifies potential problem areas 
and defines the features involved in an existing 
landslide. Subsurface investigation techniques in-
clude a considerable variety of methods, ranging 
from the relatively inexpensive methods utilized 
in the earlier reconnaissance stages to the more 
expensive and specialized sampling and field test-
ing methods used to provide estimates of physical-
strength properties of the landslide materials. 
Unfortunately, numerous cases of inadequate sub-
surface investigations have been documented in 
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